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•. INTRODUCTION
 
Participation by the Orbiter Commander and Pilot in payload

operation is desirable to accomplish more effective utiliza­
tion of crew members on STS flights. Normal on-orbit orbiter
duties free the Commander and Pilot for considerable periods

of time, during which they are available to perform certain
 
payload operations. Using their skills and experience could

conceivably reduce the size of the orbiter crew for some STS

missions. This reduction in
crew size would be extremely bene­
ficial for long missions or when flying heavy payloads. Con­
sumables and waste disposal requirements could be reduced
 
saving both weight and storage space required for additional
 
crewmen and also ease cramped flight deck conditions on multi­
discipline pallet only Spacelab flights.
 
This study examines various degrees of Commander/Pilot involve­
ment in on-orbit operation of payloads. Constraints and limi­
tations resulting from their participation or affecting their

ability to participate are identified. Four options, each re­
presenting a different set of involvement depths and concepts

are analyzed. Options identified are boundaries around extremes
 
in Commander/Pilot payload involvement. 
Real world choices may
fall somewhere in between, but for the purposes of this study

the options as represented provide a matrix from which logical

and practical decisions can be made about crew participation in
 
payload operations.
 
Options selected for study are shown in the following Matrix of
Study Options. Crews are identified as Generalized or Special­ized with high payload involvement and low payload involvement.
 
LOW INVOLVEMENT HIGH INVOLVEMENT
 
GENERALIZED OPTION I
 
CREW (BASELINE) OPTION II
 
SPECIALIZED OPTION III 
 OPTION IV
 
CREW
 
MATRIX OF STUDY OPTIONS
 
Option I was selected to be the baseline option from which dri­
vers and constraints could be applied as weighted factors to
 determine a comparative impact on each of the options.
 
A Generalized crew would be a Commander and Pilot trained and
qualified to participate in on-orbit payload operation on any

STS flight (i.e., any crew to any mission/payload). A Special­ized crew would be a Commander and Pilot trained and qualified

to participate in a certain designated category of missions and
 
payloads.
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The degree of payload involvement will be explored for each of
 
these crew concepts, .(I) the Generalized crew withlow payload

involvement, (2)the Generalized crew with high payload involve­
ment, (3)the Specialized crew with low payload involvement, and
 (4)the Specialized crew with high payload involvement.
 
The study approach is illustrated in Figure 1, Study Methodology.

Detailed development of options, functional categories, drivers,
 
crew functions, and weighted methodology are contained in Appen­
dices I through V. Appendix I, Commander/Pilot Payload Partici­
pation Options, defines the Generalized and Specialized crew
 
concepts and specifies generic tasks relative to high and low
 
payload involvement.
 
Appendix II,Drivers - Constraints and Considerations*Affecting

Commander/Pilot Training for Participation in On-Orbit Payload

Operation, identifies factors which impact upon training the
 
Commander and Pilot to participate in pay.load operation.
 
Appendix III, Functional Payload Categorization, identifies and
 
defines specialization of payload categories.
 
Appendix IV,On-orbit Crew Functions for Payload Operation-, iden­
tifies and defines the generic payload crew tasks involved with
 
the four options selected for the study.
 
Appendix V, Weighted Methodologycontains computations for the
 
four study options uti-lizing weighting factors developed for
 
drivers identified in Appendix II.
 
Data developed in these Appendices are used in the analysis-of

the Commander/Pilot involvement in on-orbit payload operations.

From this analysis the functional tasks involved with each option
 
are weighed against the-drivers and an assessment made using'

the broad training background,and experience of United Airlines.
 
As a result of this assessment a recommendation will be made
 
about each option identifying its applicability and practicability
 
to on-orbit payload operation by the Commander and the Pilot.
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STUDY METHODOLOGY 
APPENDIX III 
FUNCTIONAL 
CATEGORIES 
DRIVERS & FACTORS CREW FUNCTIONS 
ANALYSIS 
Assumptions 
Define Options 
Define Drivers APPENDIX V 
Assess Drivers 
P Oummary of Weighted METHODOLOGY 
Methodology 
- Conclusions and 
RHcommendations 
LOW HIGH 
GENERAL 
-- OPTIONS 
SPECIFIC 
ASSESSMENT OF DRIVERS 
OPTION OPTION 
E_ S -RECMMNTION 
AND IIADfOPTION OPTION
ELIMINATION OF OPTIONS III IV 
IV 
FIGURE 1 - STUDY METHODOLOGY 
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II. SUMMARY
 
The objectives of this study were to assess the feasibility of
 
Commander/Pilot participation in on-orbit payload operation,

identify the limitations and constraints affecting that partici­
pation and determine the impact on' crew requirements as a result.
 
It was determined that from a utilization standpoint Commander/

Pilot involvement in payload operation is desirable and for
 
certain crew flight frequencies attainable. Crew involvement
 
options were developed and the impact of crew flight frequencies
 
on these options were assessed. Four options were identified
 
for analysis to test the feasibility of crew participation in
 
payload operation. The four options are:
 
o Option I - Generalized Crew - low involvement. 
a Option II - Generalized Crew - high involvement. 
* Option III - Specialized Crew - low involvement. 
* Option IV - Specialized Crew - high involvement. 
Using various flight frequencies from I to 6 flights a year,

available training time between flights was-identified and a
 
definition of training hour requirements to be accomplished
 
during this available time was developed. Three types of train­
ing were identified and a baseline training hour requirement
 
determined for each one.
 
0 Orbiter Recurrent Training
 
* Flight Specific Training
 
* Payload Specific Training
 
Orbiter Recurrent training includes that portion of Commander/

Pilot Basic and Advanced training subject to recurring proficiency

requirements. Baseline hours for this training were developed by

utilizing the recurrent training requirement ratios of airline
 
training and applying them to projected JSC training hour require­
ments.
 
The Flight Specific training hour baseline was developeu Dy

analyzing generic functional tasks currently identified inJSC
 
projected Flight Specific training hour requirements.
 
Payload Specific training hour requirements were developed from
 
the training plan for the Life Sciences, Test II,simulation.
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Limitations and constraints affecting accomplishment of this
 
training were identified and an adjustment methodology developed
 
to give a weighted value to each one. The weighted factor identi­
fied was applied to each constraint associated with each of the
 
four selected options. Using this methodology, between flight

training hour requirements were developed for a payload of average
 
complexity and one dedicated discipline requiring training at only
 
one location, for each option. Varying these weighted factors to
 
suit each identified payload will produce a training hour require-s
 
ment identification to accommodate any STS payload.
 
An analysis of the effects of crew flight rates and crew speciali­
zation as opposed to generalization, on overall crew acquirements
 
was made. Crew specialization into specified payload categories
 
provides the greatest opportunity for Commander/Pilot payload

involvement but has insignificant impact on total crew require­
ments based upon current mission model. This analysis supports
 
a suggested crew flight rate of four flights a year.
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III. ANALYSIS
 
A. GENERAL
 
Prior to the Space Transportation System program, each manned
 
mission in space was basically a one-flight operation utilizing
 
a great deal of expendible equipment and vehicles. Each mission
 
was unique and training and planning was designed for only one
 
specific mission at a time. The STS program by contrast, is a
 
recurring program utilizing flight crews and equipment over and
 
over again to carry vast numbers of experiments and cargo back
 
and forth into space. As the name implies it is a transportation
 
system.
 
As a transportation system, it bears a great resemblence to other
 
airborne transportation systems operated by the United States Air
 
Force and commercial airlines. Flight crews will fly the same or
 
.similar vehicles on a fairly frequent schedule performing many
 
identical manuevers as their airplane counterparts. Safety of
 
flight is a paramount concern and takes precedence over all other
 
mission objectives. Crews will fly the orbiter into space and
 
back carrying a wide range of cargo, some of which will be left
 
in space for future recovery or sent into deeper orbits or tra­
jectories and expended upon completion of the mission.
 
There are several significant differences in the STS program
 
that must be considered when comparing it to other airborne
 
transportation systems. These differences present a unique set
 
of conditions that affect training requirements for almost every
 
on-orbit functional task to some degree. Primary differences of
 
an Orbiter flight which impact on the training requirements are:
 
1) 	Length of the missions (duration).
 
2) 	Support provided by the orbiter vehicle and crew to the
 
payload.
 
3) 	The habitat under which the crew must live and work.
 
4) 	The payloads are loaded, off loaded, and/or operated by the
 
airborne crew.
 
Except for these differences, operation of orbiter tasks and
 
procedures required to fly an STS mission closely parallel the
 
airplane operation of other airborne transportation systems.
 
Reference orbiter and airplane training comparison, Figure 2.
 
Flight crew training and qualification requirements necessary
 
to operate the orbiter can be closely compared to the training
 
and qualification requirements demanded of flight crews of other
 
airborne transportation systems.
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ORBITER UNIQUE 
1. 	Rendezvous and docking. 
2. 	 Deploy and recover payloads. 
3. 	 Manage orbiter power and consumables 
furnished to payload. 
4. 	 Habitability' procedures. 
5. 	 Data acquisition and management. 
AIRPLANE/ORBITER COMMON 
1. 	 Operation of airplane systems. 
2. 	 Communications and navigation. 
3. 	 Flight maneuvers and techniques. 
4. 	 Approach and landing profiles '&procedures., 
5. 	 Irregular operation (contingencies). 
6. 	 Emergency operation. 
FIGURE 2 - ORBITER AND AIRPLANE TRAINING COMPARISON 
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It is necessary to look at the training and qualifications pro­
cedures developed by the other transportation systems to produce
 
a quality product in the shortest possible time. In the airline
 
industry, it is a matter of economics to have the best qualified
 
pilots in the cockpit, and to utilize them effectively to reduce
 
the total number that must be kept on the payroll. Economically,
 
a pilot produces income only when he is flying passengers and
 
cargo. Training time required in classrooms, simulators, and
 
airplanes keep him away from the job of flying and making a profit.
 
A great deal of study and effort has been accomplished by the air­
lines to reduce training times and costs without sacrificing
 
pilot qualifications and safety.
 
Airline training has been shortened and training costs reduced
 
by development of training systems utilizing a systems approach.
 
This is not a magic new concept; it is merely a realistic look at
 
the pilot's job and analyzing and identifying behaviors necessary
 
to operate the airplane he will fly in the way you expect him to
 
fly it. After the tasks involved inoperating the airplane and
 
its systems are analyzed, specific behavioral objectives (SBO)
 
are developed which identify the task, the stimulus that initiates
 
the task, conditions under which the task is performed, and the
 
criteria of performance (how you know when the task is properly
 
accomplished). Wasting time and money teaching details con­
cerning equipment and systems that the pilot cannot monitor, con­
trol, or operate are eliminated from the training program under
 
this concept, Consideration is given to prior training and
 
demonstrated .knowledge so that subjects such as theory of flight,
 
basic electricity, hydraulic systems, and theory of jet engines
 
have been eliminated from the training cirriculum. This systems
 
approach to training with emphas'is on operation of the airplane
 
and its systems, along with the applications of a more realistic
 
training environments using part.task trainers and high fidelity
 
simulators has reduced overall training time as much as 50%.
 
The ultimate objective of airline pilot training is zero airplane
 
time in training. The costs involved in flying 350 empty seats
 
in a 30 million dollar airplane, around the traffic pattern and
 
at the same time burning 15,000 pounds of fuel an hour are extremely
 
high from an economic point of view. Add to this the environ­
mental and energy shortage impact and the incentives to achieve
 
zero airplane time becomes enormous. Zero airplane time is essen­
tially what flight crews will face in the STS program. The first
 
approach and landing made in the real world environment on a STS
 
mission may be the first time the crew performs the maneuver out­
side of the simulator. This fact is probably the most compelling
 
reason for development of high fidelity simulation for orbiter
 
crews. There should be other reasons, however. One that is
 
pertinent to this study is the reduction of training time required
 
to qualify crews for STS missions. If the Commander and Pilot are
 
to participate in payload operation beyond providing orbiter
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maneuvering and support requirements they must be trained-and
 
qualified tb perform payload experiments. One of the biggest
 
constraints that will influence the ability of the Commander
 
and Pilot to participate in payload operation is to find the time
 
in a busy high frequency flight schedule to train for payload
 
operation.
 
High fidelity simulators will provide quality training as quickly
 
as any known training device short of the real vehicle. However,
 
they are also expensive and their utilization rates limited by
 
maintenance and modification requirements. Attempts to reduce
 
simulator training time must also be considered. There are two
 
courses of action that will achieve this purpose. Increase the
 
utilization rate by delaying modifications and maintenance (which
 
may in time result in negative training ifthe simulator fidelity
 
is degraded) or reduce the number of simulator 'hours required for
 
crew -training.
 
The second objective may be achieved by application of the SBO
 
concept. This procedure will reduce the length of the simulator
 
program by eliminating those things about the flight that a pilot
 
can already accomplish in a proficient manner. 'Itwill also'
 
identify those tasks which could be adequately trained in less
 
sophisticated part task or procedures trainers. Training of
 
procedural steps necessary to operate orbiter sub-systems in a
 
procedures trainer would make more time available for training
 
in tasks that interface with other orbiter systems that must be
 
jdone in a high fidelity simulator,
 
Reduction of the Commander and Pilot Orbiter and Flight Specific
 
Recurrent Training time will allow more time for payload opera­
tional training increasing the possibility for Commander/Pilot
 
,participation in payload objectives.
 
B. GROUND RULES AND ASSUMPTIONS
 
'Aset-of ground rules and assumptions were aeveloped to provide
 
a baseline foraccomplishment of this study. Assumptions were
 
made from documentation obtained from NASA and from discussion
 
with various NASA personnel from the training environment and
 
the astronaut office. Alteration of these assumptions will affect
 
the limitations and constraints identified in this study. The
 
basic Commander/Pilot payload involvement concepts discussed in
 
the study will not be affected by changes in these assumptions but
 
the drivers affecting each concept will change.
 
The following ground riles and assumptions were used to develop
 
the findings and conclusions of this study:
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1. DEFINITION OF HIGH AND LOW PAYLOAD INVOLVEMENT
 
A basic list of generic tasks which identify the concept of
high and low payload involvement is shown in Table I 
-
Generic Payload Tasks. Some operational payload involvement
 is included in the low involvement concept. It consists
 
mostly of support to the primary operator of the payloads.

In-contrast the high involvement concept includes detailed
 
operation, repair, and servicing of payloads.
 
COMMANDERPILOT ON ORBIT PAYLOAD INVOLVEMENT
 
LOW INVOLVEMENT HIGH INVOLVEMENT (PRE-DETERMINED
 
EXPERIMENTS)
 
1. Deploy and activate payloads, 1. Operate individual experiments/
2. Recover and deactivate pay- payloads or predetermined

loads. 
 sequences.

3. Act as subject for experi-
 2. Act as subject and observer of
 
ments. 
 experiments.
4. Support Payload contingencies 3. Operate a predetermined subset
a. Simple repair/trouble of experiments.
 
shooting. 
 4. Perform payload contingencies.

b. Recycle/restart. 
 a. Perform involved repair/
c. Confirm cable connections trouble shooting.-

Cid. b. Accomplish contingency
omponent ('black box) 

replacement. 
 checklists.
 
e. Assist in checklist
 
accomplishment.
 
TABLE 1 - GENERIC PAYLOAD TASKS
 
2. DEFINITION OF GENERALIZED AND SPECIALIZED CREWS
 
The basic assumption of the study is to consider two types

of crews for training 
- Generalized and Specialized. The
 
Generalized crew would fly any payload and mission type on
 
any flight while-the Specialized Crew would perform only
flights-that contain specific payload/mission types. This
definition is developed in detail in Appendix I.
 
3. ON-ORBIT CREW AVAILABILITY
 
Normal orbiter tasks do not require the full time parti­
cipation of the Commander and Pilot. 
 Each crew member will
be available to work with the mission and payload specialist

in performing payload tasks. 
 Table 2, Commander/Pilot Utili

zation, illustrates typical daily programmed Commander/Pilot

manhour utilization for on-orbit duties during a STS mission.
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AVAILABLE ORBITER TASKS SYSTEMS AVAILABLE FOR
 
MAN HOURS & CREW REST OVERHEAD PAYLOAD OPERATION
 
COMMANDER 24 iHrs. 12:30 2:00 9:30
 
PILOT 24 Hrs. 12:30 2:00 9:30
 
TOTAL Hrs. 25:00 4:00 19:00 Man-Hrs/Day
-48 

TABLE 2- COMMANDER/PILOT UTILIZATION
 
About 40% of the Commander and Pilot time on-orbit will be
 
available for payload and experiment operation. The follow­
ing assumptions are made concerning utilization of the
 
Commander and Pilot manhours for payload operation:
 
a. 	Orbiter duties will not require participation of both
 
pilots at the same time.
 
b. 	Where a crew conflict exists between payload operations
 
and orbiter duties a satisfactory crew activity planning
 
work around can be accomplished; i.e., all crew payload
 
requirements can be accommodated within the total time
 
available constraints.
 
c. 	 Orbiter requirements can be alternated between Commander
 
and Pi-lot so one will be available for payload involvement
 
19 hours each day.­
d. 	Both Commander and Pi-lot will be available simultaneously
 
9 hours each day if payload tasks require participation
 
of two operators.
 
4. MISSION SAFETY
 
a. 	Any on-orbit function, either payload or orbiter which
 
involves safetyof flight or inflight maneuvering of the
 
orbiter-or payload, will be performed or monitored by the
 
Commander or the Pilot.
 
b. 	 Contingency or Emergency EVA's will be performed by the
 
mission specialist with the pilot as a back-up.
 
The implications of these safety assumptions is that the
 
Commander -and/or Pilot will be involved any time a rendezvous
 
and docking maneuver is required, a change in orbiter pointin
 
or attitude ismade, a payload is removed or installed in the
 
orbiter bay, the' orbiter bay doors are opened or closed, or
 
any contingency payload operation is required that the Comman­
der interprets to involve safety considerations.
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5. 	TRAINING CONCEPTS
 
a. 	 It is assumed that Johnson Space Center will perform all
 
mission independent (Flight Specific) training for all
 
orbiter and payload crews flying STS flights. This train­
ing will consist of flight familiarization, Orbiter and/
 
or Spacelab environmental control and life support systems
 
power distribution, communications, and data management
 
systems, housekeeping, habitability, waste management,
 
food management, safety, and emergency procedures.
 
b. 	Mission dependent (Payload Specific) payload training
 
will normally be performed by the payload sponsor, the
 
lead payload center, or the launch site. This training
 
includes mission familiarization, experiment systems
 
and operation, CPSE familiarization and operations, and
 
CDMS experiment computer operation.
 
c. 	Multi-discipline mission dependent training will be the
 
responsibility of the lead payload center including
 
Level I, Payload to Orbiter, integration when required.
 
d. 	Johnson Space Center will be responsible for STS integrated
 
.simulation training for all flights.
 
e. 	The .Commander and Pilot will receive mission independent
 
(-Payload'Specific) payload training prior to operating
 
payloads in flight.
 
f. 	The Commander and Pilot will perform selected experiments
 
and research required to meet payload objectives for all
 
payloads that they are trained and certified to operate
 
and timelined-to accomplish during a particular flight.
 
g. 	In a Generalized Crew concept, it is assumed that crews
 
will not fly two consecutive flights with payloads of the
 
same discipline.
 
APPLICATION OF STUDY
 
Concepts and task evaluations incorporated in this study per­
tain to the Commander and Pilot and are not intended to alter
 
the task definitions established for the Mission Specialist
 
and the Payload Specialists.
 
C. DEFINITION OF OPTIONS
 
Four options representing varying degrees of Commander and Pilot
 
payload involvement were selected for this study. These options
 
range from a very low on-orbit payload involvement to a relatively
 
high on-orbit payload involvement. All four are considered opera­
tionally practical, since on-orbit crew time is available for the
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Commander and Pilot to perform in-flight experiments and operate
 
payloads. After assessing the impact of the drivers affecting
 
these options, one or more may be identified as impractical, re­
quiring selection of crew involvement somewhere in between the
 
parameters expressed in these options.
 
The four options selected involve, two concepts of payload parti­
cipation .by the Commander and Pilot. First the crews are identified
 
as either "Generalized" or "Specialized" and second, the degree of
 
payload involvement i-s termed as either high or low., Table 3,
 
Commander/Pilot Payload Options, is a matrix of these concepts
 
which generates the four options selected for this study. Option
 
I is a Generalized Crew with low payload involvement. Option II
 
is a Generalized Crew with high payload involvement. Option III
 
is a Specialized Crew with low payload involvement, and Option IV
 
is a Specialized Crew with high payload involvement.
 
LOW PAYLOAD HIGH PAYLOAD
 
CONCEPT INVOLVEMENT INVOLVEMENT
 
OPTION I 	 OPTION II
 
GENERALIZED -Operates Orbiter on any Operates the Orbiter and 
CREW STS Flight with some - Payload experiments on 
minimal payload support. any STS Flight. 
OPTION I'II 	 OPTION IV
 
SPECIALIZED 	 Operates the Orbtter on Operates the Orbiter and
 
CREW. 	 Specified Mission cate" payload experiments in 
gories with some minimal designated mission cate­
payload support. gory.-
TABLE 3 - COMMANDER/PILOT PAYLOAD OPTIONS
 
Definition of generic functions associated with high and/or low
 
payload involvement is contained in the Ground Rules and Assump­
tions paragraph of this study.
 
The Generalized Crew Concept implies the Orbiter Commander and
 
Pilot are trained 	and qualified to fly any STS f-Tight with-any
 
STS payload;. The 	crewwil face the entire spectrum of payload

disciplines and be exposed to all support functions and opera­
tional requirements necessary to accomplish the mission objectives
 
of all Orbiter payloads.
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The Specialized Crew concept implies that the Orbiter Commander
 
and Pilot are assigned to fly payloads of only certain specifically

designated disciplines or categories. This study identifies four
 
specialized categories of STS payloads. Orbiter crews would be
 
assigned and trained to fly STS flights with payloads in their
 
specified category. Payload categories selected for this study are
 
as follows:
 
CATEGORY I - Spacelab, module or module/pallet combinations.
 
CATEGORY II - Spacelab, pallet only payloads.

CATEGORY III - Free flyer payloads.

CATEGORY IV - IUS/TUG payloads.
 
Division of payloads into these four categories was based upon

payload flight frequencies, mission objectives, support require­
ments, orbiter payload interfaces, and identification of homogenous

selection of operational tasks. Appendix III, Functional Cate­
gories, contains the rationale behind the selection and desig­
nation of these four payload categories.
 
D. DEFINITION OF DRIVERS
 
Participation by the Commander and Pilot in on-orbit payload

operation is influenced generally by two basic drivers. One is
 
making-time available during the turnaround interval to train
 
for payload involvement and the other is the number of crews to
 
be trained and the training aids and facilities available for
 
training operational payload tasks. A number of constraints and
 
limitations affect each of these drivers with varying degrees of
 
impact. Each of the limiting factors identified have been con­
sidered and the .significant items included in the weighted factors
 
applied to-the payload involvement options defined in this study
 
Table 4, Limiting Factor Effect on Drivers, identifies which of
 
the limiting factors have an impact on each driver.
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LIMITING FACTORS 	 DRIVERS
 
#1-Available #2-Number of
 
Training Time Crews to Train
 
1. 	SPECIALIZATION VRS. x x
 
GENERALIZATION
 
2. 	FLIGHT FREQUENCY x X 
3. 	PAYLOAD INVOLVEMENT x
 
HIGH OR LOW
 
4. 	PAYLOAD COMPLEXITY x
 
5. 	MULTI-DISCIPLINE
 
6. 	CONTINGENCY REQUIREMENTS x
 
7. 	TRAINING LOCATIONS x
 
8. 	METHODS AND MEDIA x X 
9. 	TRAINING LEAD TIME x
 
TABLE 4 - LIMITING FACTOR EFFECT ON DRIVERS
 
Limiting factors listed can be categorized into three groups of
 
considerations. Limiting factors one through three in Table 4 are
 
Option Influences. They ar directly related to and created.by
 
the Generalized and SpeciAlized Crew concept with high and low pay­
load involvement. Items four through six are Payload Factors,
 
influenced solely by the content and complexity of the payload.
 
Items seven through nine are Training Factors generated by-training
 
required for a specific payload involvement option.
 
Inflight on-orbit'time is available to allow Commander/Pilot

participation in payload experiments and operation. The most
 
significant constraint affecting this participation is accomplish­
ment of training to qualify the crew to operate the payloads and
 
perform required experiments. This training will be in addition
 
to training required to prepare the crew for the next orbiter
 
flight.
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E. ASSESSMENT OF DRIVERS
 
Availability of training time to qualify the Commander and Pilot
 
to participate in on-orbit payload operation is the driver with
 
the most significant impact when crew involvement with payloads is
 
considered. The degree of involvement is directly proportional to
 
training requirements. The deeper a crew becomes involved with
 
payload operation, greater becomes the training requirements
 
necessary for payload qualification. Factors such as payload disci­
pline and complexity further compound -the problem of providing
 
adequate training to qualify the crew for payload operation.
 
1. 	FLIGHT FREQUENCY - Flight Frequency has the most significant
 
impact upon training time. Assuming eight available hours in
 
a working day. Table 5, Available Training Hours Computation
 
Avail- Divided Turn Times Avail Turn
 Flight 	 Less 

VaEcation In-Flight able 5y- Around 4- around Trng.
Frequency Annial 	 Hrs. at 8
 
Per 	Year Weeks Holidays Operation Weeks Frequency Weeks Hours 
hrs/day, 5/
 
days/week
 
1 52 -(6 + 1)= 45 -1 = 45 x 40= 1800 
= 
2 52 -(6 + 2) 44 2 = 22 x 40= 880
 
3 52 -(6 + 3) = 43 3 = 14 x 40= 560
 
4 52 -(6+4) = 42 +4= 10.5 x 40= 420
 
= 
5 52 -(6 +5) 41 + 5 = 8.2 x 40 328
 
6 52 -(6 + 6) = 40 - 6 = - 6.6 x 40= 264 
TABLE 5 - AVAILABLE TRAINING HOURS COMPUTATION 
identifies how flight frequency reduces time available between
 
flights to accomplish required turnaround training. Trainidg
 
utilization will determine how much of this available time can
 
be effectively used for training purposes. Table 6, Utilization.
 
Versus Flight Frequency, identifies available training hours at
 
4 hours and 6 hours a day utilization.
 
FLIGHT FREQUENCY PER YEAR
 
UTILIZATION 	 1 2 3 4 . 5 6 
4 Hrs/Day 	 900 440 280 210 164 132
 
6 Hrs/Day 	 1350 660 420 315 246 198
 
TABLE 6 - UTILIZATION VS. FLIGHT FREQUENCY
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Higher flight rates leave little time for turnaround training

but by the same token higher flight rates require less Orbiter
 
Recurrent training between flights. Training hour requirements

,used in this study were obtained from the Basic, Advanced, and
 
Flight Specific requirements established in JSC training docu­
ment, dated 19 March, 1976, and recurrent training hours identi­
fied in this study are based upon projections contained in this
 
document.
 
2. 	 PAYLOAD INVOLVEMENT - Based upon the high/low payload involve­
ment concept of this study the second most significant factor
 
affecting utilization of training time is the degree of Com­
mander/Pilot involvement with on-orbit payload operations. The
 
low involvement concept envisions minimal flight crew partici­
pation in payload operation. They will possess enough payload

knowledge and experience to assist the Payload Specialist or the
 
Mission Specialist in payload operation and to participate in
 
contingency operations affecting safety of flight or accomplish­
ment of mission objectives. High payload involvement envisions
 
actual on-orbit payload or experiment operation on the same basis
 
as the Mission or Payload Specialists, for specified subsets of
 
the experiments. This concept would parallel experiment opera

tions accomplished on previous space missions where the astronaut
 
performed experiment tasks for the scientific community. The
 
flight crew would be limited to only on-orbit payload functions
 
and to pre-planned payload operations for which they are trained
 
and certified. Greater involvement with more payloads will
 
increase training requirements necessary to train the Commander
 
and Pilot in payload operation utilizing a greater share of
 
available turnaround training time.
 
3. 	 PAYLOAD DISCIPLINES AND COMPLEXITY - The scientific discipline

of the payload and the scientific disciplines of the Commander
 
and Pilot will have an impact on training for operation of the
 
payload. This study concerns itself primarily with on-orbit
 
operational tasks involved with payload operation. Those pay­
loads containing experiments or tests which require profound
 
knowledge in a scientific discipline foreign to the Commander
 
and/or Pilot should be disregarded from consideration for flight
 
crew involvement. Training time required to qualify the flight
 
crew to perform tasks involved with these payloads is not
 
available during turnaround training for the next flight.
 
Multi-discipline payloads introduce a possible requirement for
 
training inmore than one scientific discipline if the Commander
 
and Pilot become involved with a high degree of payload operation.
 
These payloads must be evaluated and flight crew participation
 
limited to those experiments that are compatible with the crew
 
background, or for which they can be trained and qualified in the
 
available turnaround training period between flights. High pay­
load involvement on multidiscipline flights may require that the
 
high involvement be directed at only the one discipline most
 
compatible with flight crews' prerequisite skills and experience.
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Payload complexity will also increase training time required

to qualify the flight crew for participation in payload

operation. Training for complex payload operation will not
 
only be more intense but media and methods required to develop

complicated behavioral patterns will be more sophisticated.
 
Some complex payloads may.require manipulative skills on the
 
part of the operator to accomplish required -perational tasks.
 
In addition, the operational objectives may involve some re­
call, discrimination and problem solving. Each of these
 
considerations or requirements involves a different type of
 
behavioral performance.
 
a. 	Training Considerations 
- Whenever there is essential
 
information about a system or discipline that the crew
 
really "needs to know" to operate it,and the infor­
mation is not obtained from any outside stimulus, the
 
crew must depend upon recall. If the recall involves
 
following a set of precise steps in a procedure or
 
task, recall may be based upon a sequencing or chain­
ing order of events. If knowing what.to do ismore
 
important than knowing how to do it,then recall is the
 
principal type of performance.
 
Discriminative learning requires the crew to differ­
entiate between two or more things. It may be the
 
cortect indication on a gauge or scope compared to
 
several wrong indications. It may be a prdper indi­
cator ligi-t response to the positioning of one or more
 
switches.
 
Problem solving requires the crew to compute the best
 
-wayto-accomplish a task when presented with symptoms
 
or cues. It may also involve development of inflight

data using prepared checklists or formulas.
 
Recall, discHimination-, and problem solving training
 
may be accomplished with low fidelity trainers and
 
mock-ups or in a classroom environment. More effective
 
training results are normally obtained, however, if the
 
training device simulates the actual work envir6hments
 
Use of cockpit procedures trainers or-work station pro­
cedures trainers will be more productive and help reduce
 
time required to train to end level proficiency.
 
Manipulative skills are most effectively developed in
 
high fidelity simulators designed to represent the real
 
environment and programmed to 'respond to manipulation

with the same feel, rates, indications, and reactions
 
as the real vehicle. Complex payload operations re­
quiring a high degree of manipulative skills will not
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only 	require more time to train but also a higher

degree of simulation to achieve end level performance
 
objectives. Flight crew participation tn payloads
 
requiring complex manipulative skills may be limited
 
by availability of turnaround training time and simu­
lators.
 
b. 	 Impact on Drivers - Multi-discipline payloads-and
 
complex pay oads support the Specialized Crew concept.
 
Crews flying payloads in a designated category can be
 
trained to become more deeply involved in the disci­
pline and more qualified to perform complex payload
 
functional- tasks in the time frame provided by the crew
 
flight rate. Flight Specific and Payload Specific train­
ing 	can be directed towards the Specialization category

during each turnaround. If the assumption that
 
Generalized crews will not fly the same payload disci­
pline consecutively, then entirely new training require­
ments exist before each successive flight unless the
 
Specialized Crew concept is utilized. Multi-discipline

payloads will be flown within specialization categories,
 
such as Spacelab. High involvement by the Commander
 
and Pilot in these payloads must-be limited to desig­
nated subsets of experiments for which trainina time
 
compatible to the crew flight rates.
 
4. 	CONTINGENCY TRAINING '-Training for contingency operation of
 
payloads is directly proportional to the degree of flight cre%
 
involvement. All crews regardless of theirdegree of involve­
ment will be trained in contingency operation of experiments

and payloads that affect safety of flight. Checklists and ­
procedures outlining correct contingency actions-need to be
 
developed for all safety of flight considerations, and crew
 
proficiency determined during Flight Specific training before
 
each 	flight. In a high payload involvement concept the
 
Commander and-Pilot will be trained to perform contingency

procedures and tasks necessary to assure successful accomplish­
ment 	of the payload objectives. Payloads composed of many
 
experiments with multiple objectives will require additional
 
contiigency training for each individual payload component.
 
with the'high involvement concept. This additional contin­
gency training should be identified and separated from normal
 
payload operations training if contingency operation is con­
sidered a driver affecting overall payload training require­
ments.
 
5. 	TRAINING LOCATION - Location of training sights will impact

total training requirements from the standpoint of time lost
 
to travel and sequential timing of training events required
 
to meet training schedules at more than one location. It is
 
not necessarily considered a constraint for the low payload
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involvement concept because required payload operational

training to satisfy this concept can be accomplished during
Flight Specific and Payload Specific training primarily at
 
JSC.
 
Looking at the high payload involvement 'concept, the
 
Commander and Pilot will 
need to be trained at the lead
 
or host payload center to become proficient in operatdon

of the payload. Unless the lead payload center has

established training programs to accomplish all training for

multi-discipline payloads, flight crews may require training

at several payload centers or contractor facilities. This

will cause serious degration of training schedules and limit
 
time available for payload training for options which re­
quire the most training.
 
F. SUMMARY OF WEIGHTED METHODOLOGY
 
Appendix V of this study develops a method to assign weights to

several factors that influence training hour requirements for the
 four options studied. This methodology is employed to estimate
the training hours required in the absence of firm training plans

for each option.
 
Several factors were found to influence the hours required to

train the Commander and Pilot. These factors are:
 
a , Generalized vs. Specialized Crew
 
* High or Low Payload Involvement
 
o Payload Complexity
 
a Multiple Payload Disciplines

* Contingency Operation Involvement
 
* Training Locations
 
These factors-are applied only to Flight Specific and Payload

Specific requirements as 
it is believed that the Orbiter Recurrency
training is a firm requirement not subject to the impact of speciali­
zation or payload involvement.
 
1. Wei hted Factors 
- Appendix V provides background and develop­
ment 
ata of weighted factors used in this study to determine
 
turnaround training hour requirements. Table 7 summarizes
 
this data for Generalized crews and Table 8 for Specialized
 
crews.
 
2. Training Hour Requirements by option - Weighted factor adjust­
ments were made to the baselne training hour requirements

described in Appendix V, and a summary of training hour re­
quirements by flight frequency for each of the four study

options was developed in Figures 3 through 6.
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GENERALIZED ;E W CUNUET 
CONSIDERATIONS 
OPTION I - LOW PAY-
LOAD INVOLVEMENT 
Flikht Spec Payload Spec 
OPTION II 
PAYLOAD INVOLVEMENT 
Flight Spec 
- HIGH 
Payload Spec 
I OPTION INFLUENCES 
CREW: GENERALIZED 1 1 I1 
PAYLOAD INVOLVEMENT 
LOW 
HIGH 
1 
1 
1 
1 2.0 
II PAYLOAD FACTORS 
PAYLOAD COMPLEXITY 
LOW .8 .8 -. 8 .8 
NORMAL 1 1 1 1 
HIGH 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 
MULTIPLE PAYLOAD 
FACTORS
 
DEDICATED 1 1 1 1 
MULTIPLE 1+(.1)(# of 1+(.1)(# of 1i(.1)(# of . 1+(.l)(# of 
additional additional additional additional 
disciplines) disdiplines) disciplines) disciplines) 
III TRAINING FACTORS 
CONTINGENCY 
OPERATION 1 1 1 1.2 
TRAINING 
LOCATION 
JSC 1 1 1 
MULTI-CENTER 1+(.05)(# of 1+(.05)(# of 1+(.05)(# of 1+(.05)(# of 
additional additional additional - additional 
locations) locations) locations) locations) 
TABLE 7 - WEIGHTED FACTORS FOR GENERALIZED CREWS 
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SPECIALIZED CREW CONCEPT 
CONSIDERATIONS 
I OPTION INFLUENCES 
CREW (3 Fits or Less) 
(Over 3 FIts/Year) 
PAYLOAD INVOLVEMENT: 
LOW 
HIGH 
H PAYLOAD FACTORS 
PAYLOAD COMPLEXITY 
PAYLOAD CATEGORYiI Iii 1iK I 
Low .8 .8
 
Normal 1
 
High 1.5 I
 
MULTIPLE PAYLOAD 
FACTORS
 
DEDICATED 
MULTIPLE 
III TRAINING FACTORS 
CONTINGENCY 
OPERATION 
TRAINING 
LOCATION 
JSC 
iULTI-CENTER 
OPTION I - LOW 
PAYLOAD INVOLVEMENT 
Flight Spec Payload Spec 
.7 .7 
.6 .6 
1.0 1.0 
1 1 
1+(.1)(# of 1+(.1)(# of 
additional additional 
disciplines) disciplines) 
1.0 1.0 
1.0 1.0 
1+(.05)(# of 1+(.05)(# of 
additional additional 
locations) locations) 
OPTION IV - HIGH
 
PAYLOAD INVOLVEMENT
 
Flight Spec y Spec 
.7 .7 
.6 .6 
1.0 2.0 
1 1 
1+(.1)(0 or 1+(.1)(# of 
additional additional 
disciplines) disciplines) 
1.0 1.2 
1.0 1.0 
1+(.05)(# of 1+(.05)(# of 
additional additional 
locations) Iations) 
TABLE 8 - WEIGHTED FACTOR FOR SPECIALIZED CREWS 
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FLIGHT FREQUENCY/YEAR 
Eours 
800 
750 
700 
650 
2 
880 
---
m 
-
3 -
.. .. 
456 
...... 
300 
250 
4504 
350 
______ 
362 
______ 
REQUIREMENT 
LINE 
IUE35 j 42INNHOU2 VS REQUIREMENTVIA IY-OTO 
2504 
FLIGHT FREQUENCY/YEAR 
fours 
3 4 6 
800 80 
750 
700 
f,50 -
GOO 
550 
-
-.. 
450 
400 . 
48T 468OPTION 
46858 REQUIREMENT 
LINE 
350 -
250 
200 
__ ­
150 
100 1 i " 
HOURS AVAILABLE 
1= Total Available Training Hours Per Turnaround. 
=6 Hours/Day Training Utilization. 
3=4 Hours/Day Training Utilization. 
FIGURE 4 - TRAINING HOUR REQUIREMENT VHS. AVAILABILITY - OPTION II 
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FLIGHT FRIEQUENC-Y/Y EAR 
Hours 
2 3 4 5 0 
880
800 
750 
700 ...... , 
650 - . . ..... 
600 . 
550 - - - .. ..
 
500 - - - - - .- .-­
450 .
 
400 - : ­
382 ­
250 - - " 238 REQUIREMENT 
200 
II 
HOURS AVAILABLE 
Total Available'Tranlng Hours Per Turnaround. 
- = 6 Hours/Day Training Utilization. 
,=4 Hours/Day Training Utilization.. 
FIGURE 5 - TRAINING HOUR REQUIREMENT VHS. AVAILABILITY - OPTION I­
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FLIGHT FREQUENCY/YEAR 
Hours 
2 3 4 5 6 
800 880 
750
 
700 
650 
-478 500500 478 
478 ___478 
34 REQU]BEMENT 
300__ -____ LINE 
250 
200 
350 
100 
HOURS AVAILABLE 
f = Total Available Training Hours Per Turnaround. 
6 Hours/Day Tranin Utilization. 
= 4 Hours/Day Training Utilization. 
FIGURE 6 - TRAINING HOUR REQUIREMENT V1RS. AVAILABILITY - OPTI ON IV 
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G. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
 
1. Discussion - Assessment of data developed in this study
 
indicates that Commander/Pilot participation in on-orbit
 
payload operation is not-dnly feasible but from the stand­
point of effective crew utilization is desirable. The
 
large number of Commander/Pilot man hours available during
 
the on-orbit phase of flight can contribute substantially
 
to the accomplishment of overall mission objectives and on
 
some flights reduce the size of the crew. Reduction of the
 
number of crew members is particularly important on long
 
flights when considering the weight and endurance of life
 
support, power generation, and other onboard expendables.
 
The most significant constraint affecting crew participation
 
in payload operation is available training time between
 
flights. The fixed hours required for Flight Specific train­
ing programmed during each turnaround consumes the majority
 
of the available training time. It is the opinion of this
 
study that once the detailed Orbiter and payload functions
 
are'clearly defined and the operatonal tasks identified and
 
analyzed the projected training hours assigned each func­
tional task in current JSC training documentation may be
 
reduced. A systems approach to training operational pro­
cedures will identify those tasks necessary to operate the
 
equipment and eliminate irrelevant information that does
 
not conttibute to the overall .operation. The objectives of
 
the training curriculum should only contain those items with
 
which the crew has'an interface, and the condition or stimu­
lus which generate a.required crew response are identified.
 
Applying the systems approach to the development of training
 
objectives.may reduce the current projected training require
 
ments.
 
This in turn will reduce the Flight Specific and Recurring
 
training hour baseline developed in this study and provide
 
time for additional Payload Specific training, attaining

higher crew payload involvement or allowing increased crew
 
turnaround rates, which will reduce the number of required
 
crews.
 
Another conclusion identified in this study which affects
 
training capability is utilization of available training
 
hours. Four hours training in an eight hour day will not
 
support the training requirements of any of the four options
 
for more than one flight a year (except Option 3, which,will
 
support two flights a year). Crew requirements to satisfy
 
the STS mission model at this rate are unrealistic.
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Training hours required to qualify the Commander and Pilot
for Option I, Generalized Crew with low payload involvement

and Option IV,Specialized Crew with high payload involvement
 
are relatively the same. However, because of the higher pay­load involvement specified for Option IV,more effective

utilization of their on-orbit available manhours can be
 
achieved.
 
As Figures 3 through 6, Training Hour Requirements vrs.
Availability, indicate specialization of crews by payload

category will reduce the on going training hours necessary

to qualify the Commander and Pilot to participate in pay­load operation. Quantitative factors developed to compute
training hour requirements reflect the training advantages

gained by utilizing the Specialized Crew concept. Reduction

of required training hours will relieve pressure on simu­lator schedules and allow for higher crew flight frequencies.

Increased flight frequencies will reduce operating costs and
by the same token increase flight crew proficiency without
 
increasing training requirements.
 
Data 	generated in this study supports a crew flight frequency

of 4 flights a year. This frequency achieves the best re­duction of crews required to accomplish the projected mission
 
model each year along with the most accommodating training
hour availability necessary to accomplish turnaround training.
This rate would favor using a Specialized Crew concept as
training hour requirements are comparable to training hour
 
-availability.
 
2. Summary of Conclusions
 
TIME 	IS AVAILABLE FOR COMMANDER/PILOT PARTICIPATION
 
IN ON-ORBIT PAYLOAD OPERATION.
 
FROM A UTILIZATION STANDPOINT, COMMANDER/PILOT PARTI-

CIPATION IN SELECTED PAYLOAD OPERATIONAL SEQUENCES WILL
 
REDUCE PAYLOAD SPECIALIST REQUIREMENTS.
 
* COMMANDER/PILOT INVOLVEMENT IN PAYLOAD OPERATION IS 
FEASIBLE FOR CERTAIN FLIGHT FREQUENCIES.
 
* 	 COMMANDER/PILOT INVOLVEMENT IN PAYLOAD OPERATION IS 
ATTAINABLE FOR CERTAIN OPTIONS DEFINED IN THIS STUDY 
(Assuming 6 hour training utilization per day)
 
OPTION I - GENERALIZED/LOW-3 FLIGHTS A YEAR. 
OPTION II - GENERALIZED/HIGH 
- 1 FLIGHT A YEAR.OPTION III - SPECIALIZED/LOW 
- 5 FLIGHTS A YEAR.OPTION IV - SPECIALIZED/HIGH 
- 3 FLIGHTS A YEAR. 
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* 	 REQUIRED RECURRING AND FLIGHT SPECIFIC TRAINING 
HOURS BEFORE EACH FLIGHT, SEVERELY LIMITS TRAINING 
TIME AVAILABLE TO QUALIFY THE COMMANDER AND PILOT
 
FOR PAYLOAD OPERATION:
 
* 	 OPTION I AND OPTION IVCONTAIN COMPARABLE TOTAL 
TRAINING HOUR REQUIREMENTS. HOWEVER, MORE ON-ORBIT
 
OVERALL CREW UTILIZATION CAN. BE ACHIEVED WITH OPTION
 
IV.
 
* 	 SPECIALIZATION OF CREWS BY. PAYLOAD CATEGORY WILL 
REDUCE TRAINING HOURS AND ALLOW HIGHER FLIGHT FRE-
QUENCIES PER CREW. NO SIGNIFICANT INCREASE INTHE 
NUMBER.OF CREWS RESULTS.
 
* 	 THE GREATEST EFFECT 1N DECREASING THE NUMBER OF CREWS 
OCCURS AT 4 FLIGHTS A YEAR. 
3. Recommendations 
- As a result of this study the following

recommendations are offered as a 
way to achieve effective'.
 
utilization of the Commander and Pilot on-orbit available
 
man-hours for payload operation.
 
Flight Specific training required before each flight con­
sumes the largest part of the turnaround training require­
ments.. Application of an operationall-y oriented systems

approach to development of this training may identify areas
 
where-this training hour requirement may be reduced to pro­
vide more time for payload training.
 
Specializatidn of crews into some designated payload

category will achieve a saving inturnaround training time
 
by eliminating a requirement to achieve recurrency qualifi­
cations for all STS payload desciplines. Specializing will
 
assure the crew flies with the same category of payload

each flight which increases the association with the payload

and-helps maintain proficiency. Changing payload categories

frequently between each flight introduces additional train­
ing requirements imposed by the different types of payloads.,
 
Training utilization of 6 hours a day should be planned for
 
Orbiter crews inorder to satisfy all training requirements

and still maintain an acceptable crew flight rate. There
 
may be excepti'ons during certain phases, of training depending
 
upon the media selected; however, for scheduling purposes our
 
airline experience shows a six hour training day (actual

involvement in training) ideal.
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As Table 9, Average Crews Required, shows, specialization

does not significantly effect the number of crews required
 
to fulfill the mission model. The table also shows a crew
 
flight rate of about 4 flights a year is the most ideal rate
 
as far as reducing the required number of crews is concerned.
 
The curve flattens as the rate exceeds four flights a year
 
and the loss of available training time precludes any option
 
consideration other than a low payload involvement using the
 
Specialized Crew concept.
 
Average Crews Required by Payload Involvement
 
FLIGHT Concept (1982 thru 1991)
 
FREQUENCY GENERALIZED SPECIALIZED
 
2/yr. 17 18
 
3/yr. 12 13
 
4/yr. 9 10
 
5/yr. 8 9
 
6/yr. 6 8
 
TABLE 9 - AVERAGE CREWS REQUIRED
 
This study has identified estimated training nour require­
ments necessary to qualify the Commander and Pilot to
 
operate payloads as defined in the four selected options.
 
No attempt was made to identify utilization of available
 
training aids or simulators necessary to fulfill the
 
training hour requirements outlined. Simulator utiliza­
tion and scheduling to satisfy training requirements for
 
the number of crews finally selected should justify
 
additional study in the methods and media areas.
 
4. Summary of Recommendations
 
* 	 USE A SYSTEMS APPROACH TO DEVELOPMENT OF ORBITER 
CREW TRAINING PROGRAMS IN AN ATTEMPT-TO REDUCE 
PROJECTED TRAINING HOURS. (PARTICULARLY FLIGHT
 
SPECIFIC TRAINING).
 
* 	 SPECIALIZE ORBITER CREWS BY SOME METHOD OF PAYLOAD 
CATEGORIZATION. 
* 	 DEVELOP TRAINING PROGRAMS BASED ON 6 HOURS A DAY 
TRAINING UTILIZATION. 
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* 	 ATTEMPT TO ATTAIN A CREW FLIGHT RATE OF 4 TIMES A 
YEAR TO REDUCE CREW REQUIREMENTS. THIS APPEARS TO 
BE THE MOST EFFECTIVE FLIGHT RATE FOR REDUCING THE 
NUMBER OF CREWS WHILE RETAINING ACCEPTABLE TURN-

AROUND TRAINING HOUR AVAILABILITY.
 
* 	 ADDITIONAL STUDY TO DETERMINE MOST EFFECTIVE UTILI-
ZATION OF AVAILABLE TRAINING AIDS AND SIMULATORS TO
 
SUPPORT TRAINING FOR THE NUMBER OF CREWS INVOLVED.
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APPENDIX I - COMMANDER/PILOT PAYLOAD PARTICIPATION OPTIONS 
A. GENERAL
 
The objective of this study is to identify use of Commander/
 
Pilot on-orbit time for involvementin payload operation.
 
Participation of the Commander and Pilot in payload operation
 
will take full advantage of available crew man-hours and may
 
even reduce overall crew size 'nd the resultant demand for con­
sumables and life support equipment. TQ evaluate this parti­
cipation it was decided to investigate two crew operational
 
concepts with two levels of payload involvement. The concepts
 
pertain to "Generalized Crews" with a high and low payload
 
involvement and to "Specialized Crews'" with high and low pay­
load involvement. Table 1-1, Commander/Pilot Payload Options,
 
displays a matrix of the involvement generated by four-parameters
 
evaluated in this study. This illustration identifies the four
 
options of Commander/Pilot payload involvement used in this study.
 
All Crews (Commander and Pilot) regardless of the designated
 
option will be trained to participate in payload activities that
 
affect safety of flight or could jeopardize safe accomplishment of
 
the mission objectives.
 
PAYLOAD INVOLVEMENT
 
LOW HIGH
 
Generalized Option III
 
Crew Operate Oiter on any Operates Orbiter and
 
-CONCEPT
 
-
STS Flight and provides Payloads on any STS
 
Minimal Payload Support Flight.
 
Specialized Option IIIrbption te
 
Crew Operates Orbiter on STS Operates rbiter and
 
Flights in Designated Payloads on STS Flight
 
Mission Category. in Designated Mission
 
Provides Minimal Pay- Category
 
load Support.
 
Table I-I - COMMANDER/PILOT PAYLOAD OPTIONS
 
This is obviously the lowest acceptable level of payload involve­
ment from a flight safety point of view, but for the purposes of
 
this study it falls short of a desirable and practical minimum
 
involvement. Low payload involvement in this study includes the
 
I-I
 
following generic tasks:
 
Deploy and activate paylpads.
 
2. 	&ecover and de-activate payloads.
 
3. 	Act as subject for experiments.

4. 	Support payload contingencies.
 
a. 	Simple repair/trouble shooting.

b. 	Recycle/restart.
 
c. 	 Confirm cable connections.
 
d. Component exchange.
 
e.- Assist in accomplishment of checklists.
 
High 	payload involvement, as defined in this study, assumes the
 
Commander and Pilot-may be qualified and certified to operate

specified subsets of experiment or payload operations on any STS
 flight. This level of involvement i-epresents the highest possible

participation in payload operation and may be unrealistic when
 
highly complex paylodds are involved, particularly when the Genera­
lized crew concept in considered. Generic tasks identified with
 
high 	payload involvement of pre-detenmined experiments in this
 
study include:
 
1. 	Operation of individual experiments/payloads or pre-determined
 
sequences.
 
2. 	Act as .subject and/or observer of experiments.

3. 	Operation of pre-determined sub-set of experiments. (Up to
 
approx. 25%-of Payioad, i.e., not necessary to operate all
 
experiment 'on payload.)
 
4. 	Perform payload contingencies.
 
a. 	 Perform involved repair/trouble shooting of experiments.

b. Accomplish contingency checklists.'
 
High 	payload -involvement generates a high level of qualification

training hours which will be treated in detail 
in this study.
 
Primary and backup orbiter crw responsibilities shown in Table 1-2,

Orbiter Crew Functional Responsibilities, are fixed and are not
 
intended to be affected' by the results of this study. A General­
ized crew with low payload involvement will be trained to perform

payload suppdrt functions in all of these areas of responsibility.

A SpeciaTized crew with low payload invdlvement will only be traine'
 
to provide payload support in the functions associated with the
 
designated payload category.
 
In contrast, high payload involvement-will encompass detailed
 
payload operation of all STS payloads for the Generalized con­
cept. High involvement-for the Specialized Crew concept will

requi're detailed payload operation in those functions that-pertain

to the Specialized category.
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F 
Crew 
Member 
ton 
Orbiter 
Operation 
And 
Maneuvering 
Orbiter 
Systems 
Operation 
EMS 
Operation 
(1) 
Rendezvous 
and 
Docking 
EVA 
(2) 
Experiment 
Operation 
(Payload) 
(3) 
Safety 
of Flight 
Emergencies 
and 
Contingency 
Operation 
COMMANDER Primary Primary Primary Primary 
'PILOT Back-up Back-up Primary Back-up Back-up Back-up 
(1) Mission pecialist - Backup. 
(2) Mission Specialist - Primary. 
(3) Payload Specialist - Primary 
Mission Specialist - Backup. 
TABLE 1-2 - ORBITER CREW FUNCTIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES 
B. GENERALIZED CREW CONCEPT
 
The Generalized Crew concept assumes the Commander and Pilot
 
are qualified to fly any STS fl-ight. Required training has
 
been accomplished to qualify the crew for performance of mis­
sion obj'ectives associated with each flight. Training will
 
include certain pre-determined payload support including on­
orbit operation of payloads. The degree of participation

will range from a low level of payload support to a high level
 
of actual payload'operation.
 
I. Low Involvement 
- A Generalized crew'with low payload in
 
volvement will be expected to provide orbiter pointing

and attitude control, rendezvous and docking maneuvers,

deployment and retrieval of payloads, emergency and
 
contingency procedures including EVA, if necessary to
 
insure safety of flight and safe accomplishment of the
 
mission objectives. Some payload support, such as parti­
cipating as an experiment subject, trouble siooting or
 
assisting the mission or payload specialist would be
 
involved. The crew will be trained in basic orbiter sup­
port functions necessary to operate any planned payload.
 
2. High Involvement 
- A Generalized Crew with high payload

Involvement represents the opposite end of the scale.,

This concept requires that the Commander and the -Pilot
 
be ta-ined and qualified to operate or support a subset
 
of the on-orbit payload experiments on any STS flight.

They will be trained to actas Payload Specialists for
 
specified on-orbit payload functions. This option repre­
sents the highest degree of Commander/Pilot participation

and a requirement for the most training. It transcends
 
a broad spectrum of scientific disciplines and generates

difficult training demands peculiar to each STS flight.

The impact of drivers identified in Appendix II,are
 
magnified with the various disciplines involved and com­
plexity of the payloads on each flight.
 
C. SPECIALIZED CREW CONCEPT
 
The Special'ized Crew concept assumes that the Commander and

Pilot are trained and qualified to fly only certain categ6rie

of STS payloads. Reference Appendix III. Four categories of
 
payloads are identified in this study as applicable to the
 
Specialized Crew concept. 'They are:
 
Spacelab - Module or pallet/module combinations
 
Spacelab - Pallet only
 
Free Flyer
 
IUS/TUG
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Commanders and Pilots assigned under this concept would fly

only STS flights in one of these four designated categories.

Crews will be trained to perform mission objectives associated
 
with their payload category. The degree of payload participa­
tion will range from a support function at the lower end to
 
actual payload operation at the higher end.
 
1. 	Low Involvement 
- A Specialized Crew with ldw payload in­
volvement will be trained to accomplish payload functions
 
that relate to safety of flight or affect safe completion

of the mission objectives for payloads in their designated

category. Payload operational support functions provided
by the crew will also pertain to the designated payload

specialization category. This option represents the smal­
lest payload training impact upon crew turnaround training

requirements of the four options identified in this study.
 
2. 	Hi h Involvement 
- Specialized Crews with high payload in­
vo vements wi be responsible for the same payload functions
 
as stated in the low involvement option. In addition, they

will be trained and qualified to perform on-orbit operation

of experiments and payloads in their designated payload cate­
gory. These crews will be thoroughly familiar with the opera­
tional requirements of payloads and experiments fn their
 
specialty and will perform necessary operational tasks to
 
meet payload objectives. They should be trained to perform

selected on-orbit payload tasks with the same degree of pro­ficiency as payload specialists or operate certain experiments

in lieu of payload specialists on some flights.
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APPENDIX II - DRIVERS - CONSTRAINTS AND CONSIDERATIONS AFFECTING
 
COMMANDER/PILOT TRAINING FOR PARTICIPATION IN ON-ORBIT
 
PAYLOAD OPERATIONS
 
A. GENERAL
 
This Appendix contains constraints and considerations which
 
affect training necessary to qualify the Commander and Pilot to
 
perform on-orbit operation of payloads carried aboard the STS
 
Orbiter. These drivers do not consider any basic policies (if
 
any) developed by NASA which would limit involvement of the
 
Commander and Pilot in payload operation. It is assumed that
 
no prohibition exists between the flight crew and the host pay­
load center that will prevent the Commander and Pilot for opera­
ting payloads, provided they are properly trained and certified.
 
The list may not be complete and each consideration may not
 
apply to all types of payloads or missions, however, the impact
 
with training requirements needed to qualify the Commanders and
 
Pilots for inflight operation of payloads are identified. The
 
most significant factors vary considerably with the type of mis­
sion, and Commander/Pilot backgrounds. Crews schooled in the
 
scientific discipline of the payload will require much less
 
training to qualify for payload operation than those who possess
 
little background-in the discipline. For this reason any Com­
mander/Pilot on-orbit payload training should be operationally
 
oriented to avoid prolonged and extensive training beyond opera­
tional requirements.
 
Considering Orbiter Recurring training requirements between
 
flights, available training time is probably the most critical
 
driver affecting crew qualification for on-orbit payload opera­
tion. The second driver producing significant impact on training
 
requirements and costs is the number of crews to be trained.
 
Higher flight frequencies require fewer crews and lessen the
 
demand for high trainer and simulator utilization. It also cuts
 
the availability of training time between flights limiting pos­
sible crew payload involvement because of insufficient training,
 
timeto qualify them for payload operation.
 
B. AVAILABLE TRAINING TIME - NUMBER 1 DRIVER
 
The most significant driver affecting the Commander and Pilot's
 
participation in on-orbit payload operation is finding the neces­
sary time to train them to operate payloads. Recurrent, Flight
 
Specific and Payload Specific training necessary to maintain crew
 
proficiency and qualifications must be accomplished between flights.
 
Payload training will have to be in addition to the established
 
recurrent and specific requirements. One of the objectives of this
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study is to establish a planning baseline for Commander/Pilot
 
Recurrent and Flight Specific training requirements. Establish­
ment of a turnaround training hour baseline is necessary to iden­
tify training time available to train for payload operation.

Flight crew flight rates, obviously have a direct impact on the
 
number of crews required to support the STS program, as discussed
 
in para. C, below.
 
Because there i-s a great amount of similarity'between Orbiter
 
crew training in the STS program and flight crew training in com­
mercial aviation, the baseline Orbiter Recurrent training hour
 
requirements were developed using the experiences of United Air­
lines who has a continuing need to maintain recurrency qualifi­
cation of over 5000 pilots. A correlation between transition
 
training conducted by the airline industry and the planned
 
Orbiter advanced training was made. Airline recurrent training

requirements were identified and applied to the Orbiter training
 
to establish a baseline recurrent training requirement for Orbiter
 
crews. Some modification will undoubtedly be required after the
 
STS initial training programs are firmly established. Training

hour requirements for initial Orbiter crew qualification Was ob­
tained from a JSC training document outlihing Basic, Advanced,
 
and Flight Specific Training requirements, dated March 19, 1976.
 
1. Available Training Hours Between Flights
 
Available training time between Orbiter flights is inversely

proportional to the frequency that the Commander and the-

Pilot fly. The higher the frequency, the less time is avail­
able for training between flights. After vacations and
 
holidays are counted, Orbiter crews will be available for
 
flying and training approximately 45 weeks each'year. Using

this assumption the number of weeks available to- train based
 
upon flight frequency isdetermined by using the following
 
computation:
 
46 - Weeks in Flight
Flight Frequency 
-
= Available weeks for training 
Applying this formula, available training weeks for each flight
 
rate is identified as:
 
2 flights/year 22 weeks
-
3 flights/year 
-14 weeks
 
4 flights/year ,10.5 weeks
 
5-flights/year 8.2 weeks
 
6 flights/yaar 6.6 weeks
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 ORIGINYL PACE IS POOR 
Flights 

Per Year 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

2. 

Table II-1, Available Training Hours, converts weeks into
hours used incomputations for training hour availability

in this study. Total hours available based upon an 8 hour
day 	are identified along with training hours available
 
using four and six hour a 
day 	utilization.
 
Training hour requirements were determined to accomplish

Recurrent, Flight Specific, and Payload Specific training
between flights. From this determination-, a baseline was

established for each category of turnaround-training.
 
TURNAROUND TRAINING AVAILABILITY (Hours)
 
Availabl'e Available 
 Available Utilization
 
Weeks Days Hours ..6 Hrs/Day 4 Hrs/Day
 
22 110- 880 660 440
 
14 	 70 
 560 420 
 280
10.5 52.5 420 315 212
 
8.2 
 41 328 246 164
 6.6 33 
 264 198 
 132
 
TABLE II-1 - AVAILABLE TRAINING HOURS
 
Baseline Turnaround Training Hour Requirements
 
Three general types of training programs must be accom­
plished by the Commander and Pilot between flights to

maintain their currency and prepare them for Orbiter and
 
payload involvement. The objective of this appendix is 
to
baseline the required training hours in each category of
training. The three training categories required are:
 
Orbiter Recurrent Training
 
* Flight Specific Training

* Payload Specific-Training
 
a. 	Orbiter Recurrent Training 
- Training requirements for
 
Orbiter Recurrent Training, were baselined using com­parable airline experience with this type of training,
 
as described below. This training is
an established
 
.fixed requirement and is not subject to weighted factors
 
explained inAppendix V, when determining required turn­
around.training requirements for the options described in
 
this study.
 
b. Flight Specific Training 
- Development of the Flight

Specific required training hours baseline is described
below. Flight Specific training hours are subject to
 
the weighted factors described in Appendix V, when com­
puting option turnaround training hour requirements.
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c. Payload Specific Training - Development of a Payload

Specific Training hour requirement baseline isdes­
cribed below. Training hour requirements for Payload
 
Specific training issubject to the weighted factors
 
described in Appendix V, when computing option turn­
around training hour requirements.
 
3. 	Definition of Training Hour Requirements
 
A comparison between the planned Initial JSC crew training

requirements and airline flight crew training requirements
 
was made by categorizing airline training into comparable

groupings and identifying ratios between initial and recur­
rency airline training requirements. This ratio was then
 
applied to the initial JSC training projection and recurrent
 
requirements estimated. Comparative airline and Orbiter
 
training categories used to establish Orbiter Recurrent
 
training requirements for this study are as follows:
 
Airline Training Orbiter Training 
Basic Basic 
Transition and Upgrade Advanced 
a. 	Basic Training - Basic Training in both cases refers to
 
p-rerequisie training of a general nature required to
 
qualify pilots to perform-duties within their areas of
 
responsibility. It includes environmental, technical,
 
scientific, physiological and regulatory aspects of fly­
ing an airplane or the Orbiter. Objectives of this type
 
of training can be directly related in.both programs and
 
rather straight forward comparisons are made.
 
b.-	 Advanced Training - Advanced Training for the Orbiter
 
Commander and Piot can be similarly compared to the
 
Transition and Upgrade training of an airline pilot.

This is where the airline pilot learns to fly a speci-,

fic type of airplane as either Pilot InCommand or First
 
Officer. Operational requirements and technical know­
ledge necessary to operate systems are covered from an
 
operational inflight behavioral approach. Flight profile!

and applicable techniques are flown insimulators and
 
airplanes. Normal operating procedures of systems are
 
practiced in procedures trainers and simulators. Emer­
gencyand contingency procedures applicable to the air­
plane are also practiced.
 
c. 	Flight Specific Training - Flight Specific training for
 
the 	Orbiter program isconstrued to apply to the training
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required to upgrade a qualified Commander and Pilot to
 
fly the succeeding Orbiter flight. Some of the train­
ing activity items associated with Flight Specific
 
training will require full -programmed training hours
 
prior to each flight. Other activities will not be part
 
of the next flight and some training may be considered
 
recurrent training for activities previously accomp­
lished in the Advanced training phase.
 
d. 	Payload Specific Training - Payload Speci-fic training

is training required to qualify the Commander and
 
Pilot in on-orbit payload operations. This training
 
requirement will vary greatly with the degree of in­
volvement and the Generalized/Specialized crew concept.
 
4. 	Determination of Orbiter Recurrent Training Hour Require­
ments - This paragraph describes the procedures and ration­
ale-used to determine the baseline turnaround training
 
requi-rements for the study. A recurring training require­
ment was developed for the Orbiter Advanced training and a
 
Flight Specific turnaround training requirement was identi­
fied. Payload Specific training requirements were developed

using documentation obtained from.the Life Sciences Test II,
 
Simulation.
 
a. 	Orbiter/Recurring Advanced Training Activities - Table 
11-2, Commander/Pilot Basic and Advanced Training Hours, 
generally lists the training activities developed for 
Basic and Advanced training by JSC to qualify crews to
 
fly STS missions.- Programmed training hours are grouped

into four media categories, (1) Classroom (CLRM), (2)
 
Part Task and procedures trainers (TRNR), (3)Simulators
 
(SIMS), and (4)Airplane. This grouping corresponds to
 
similar training accomplished by airline training depart­
ments to qualify flight crews.
 
1) 	United Training Activities - Table 11-3, UA Captain/
 
First Officer Basican-d-Transition Training Hours,
 
represents comparative United Airlines Training
 
requirements grouped into the same media'categories.
 
Hours listed represent average hours for all types of
 
airplanes operated by United. Airplane flying hour
 
averages are obtained from empirical data generated
 
over a 12 month period. This was necessary because
 
UA airplane requirements are to train to proficiency
 
without any consideration for specific programmed
 
flying hour requirements.
 
2) 	United Recurrent Training - Table 11-4, UA Captain/
 
First Officer Recurrent Training Hour Requirements.
 
Recurrency requirements in this table reflect annual
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JSC TENG. DOCUMENT 
COMMANDER/PILOT STS TRAINING HOUR REQUIREMENTS 3/19/76 
0 
BASIC TRN CLRM TRNS TES S STAT38,AILANKC-135 SUB TENTALSTOTAL TEN HES. 
CI~~SM ~AIRPLANE TOTAL ______ 
0 FUNDAMENTALS 276 276 
WIF 2I 26 
SUB TOTAL 276 26 302 302 
ADVANCED TRAINING
 
ORBITER SYSTEMS 172- 155 54 381
 
HABITAT & EMER. 21 21 42 
u EVA 19 76 19 114 
Rms 14 13 36 63 
SPACELAh 65 38 d1 164 
IUS 26 16 42 
o PHASE TRAINING . 34 34 
O FLIGHT PROFILES 59 172 288 68 587 
STD. ORB. OPS. 18 87 ., 113 218 
SUBTOTAL - 394 662 621 68 1645 1645 
TO'AL BASIC ANDADVANCED 60_88 623. 68 1947 ' 194 _ 
(1) TRANSFERRED FROM FLIGHT SPECIFIC PROGRAMMING' 
0 
H 
UA CAPTAIN/FIRSr OFFICER TRAINING HOUR REQUIREMENTS 
UA BASIC PREPARATION TRAINING (CAPT/FO) 
COURSE ANDECLNM TRNS SIMS AIRPLANE SUB TOTAL TOTAL TRN HRSAND CLRM 
BASIC TURBINE 30 30 
O 	 INITIAL SO 70 70 
INITIAL F/O 48 48 
BASIC CAPTAIN 32 32 
- RADAR 8 8 
TOTAL 188 	 188 188 
UA TRANSITION TRAINING (CAPT/FO) 
INITIAL DITCHING 8 4 12 
EMERGENCY PROC 5 4 9 
zLINE QUALIFICATION 
QUALIFICATION5TRANSITION - 25 25 
AVERAGE *42 23.6 23.2 2.9 91.7 
w TOTALS 1 55 31.6 23.2 27.9 137.7 137.7 
* Includes 2 hours briefing time for each simulator period. 
00 
M 
BASIC AND 
TRANSITION 243 
1 
31.6 j23.2 27.9 325.7 325.7 
1TOTALS II_____ _ I___ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ I______ _  
tj 
w 
- LESS THAN 90 DAYS 
00PROC 
0 
JPROFICIENCY 
COURSE 
RECURRENT 
SYS 
PROFICIENCY 
TENG 
CHECK 
EMERGENCY 
LESS THAN 
90 DAYS 
STOTALS 
BRIEFING 
25 
2 
4 
4 
35 
TENS 
- " 
4 
4 
SIMS 
2 
4 
1_ _ 
I 
6 
_ 
AIRPLANE; 
_ _ _ __ _ 
3 Takeoffa'( Hr)
I and Landims 
1 
SUB TOTAL 
25 
4 
8 
_ _ _ _ 
1 
46 
_ 
tot 
S- OVER 90 DAYS LESS THAN 12 MONTHS 
O 
tv 
v 
RECURRENT 
SYS 
PROFICIENCY 
TRNGPROFICIENCY 
CHECK 
EMERGENCY 
PROC 
-REQUAL 
TENG. 
TOTALS 
. 25 
2 
4 
4 
7 
42 
4 
4 
-'o 
2 
4 
6 
_-' 
2 
'2 
__,25 
4 
8 
8 
9 
54 
recurrency training accomplished by flight crews.
 
If breaks between flights do not exceed 90 days

flight crews must receive on an annual basis
 
training identified in the upper chart. If
a
 
break period between a flight exceeds 90 days and
 
not more than 12 months, crews will receive train­
ing listed in the lower chart.
 
The majority of this training is normally accomp­
lished in two separate training periods spaced

about six months apart. A two day program con­
sisting of Emergency Procedures training and sim­
ulator practice of approach and landing profiles

and airplane emergency and irregular procedures

is accomplished as Proficiency Training (PT).

Approximately six months later a two day program

consisting of a simulator warm-up period which
 
includes approach and landing profiles and air­
plane emergency and irregular procedures is
 
accomplished, followed by a check of these maneu­
vers by a Flight Standards Manager-in a visual
 
simulator on the second day. This training period
 
is consider a Proficiency Check (PC). The PC also
includes an oral examination covering the airplane
 
systems and airline operating procedures and a
 
review of Category II operational requirements.

The airplane time indicated in Table 11-4, is nor­
mally satisfied during day to day flying activities,
 
however, if not, three takeoff and landings must
 
be accomplished within a 90 day period, or an
 
actual check out must be accomplished if no take­
offs or landings are made for over 90 days and
 
less than 12 months.
 
Most of the required maneuvers accomplished during

the PC and PT simulator periods and emergency pro­
cedures training are established by Federal Aviation
 
Regulations (FAR). 
 Table 11-5, Annual Pilot Recurrent
 
Training, lists a generic breakdown of recurrent
 
training tasks required. The airplane systems
 
reviews are accomplished with individualized training

carrels using slide/tape audio visual review pack­
ages. This training hour requirement is also
 
established by FAR's.
 
Failure of a crew member to satisfactorily perform
 
maneuvers or display adequate knowledge of required

operating procedures will result in additional train­ing. This training is individually programmed to
 
correct only the specific deficiencies noted.
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FAA 
TRAINING 	 DESCRIPTION OF TASK MEDIA REQ 
RECURRENT SYS' 	 Review of airplane systems Individualized YES 
and Irregular and Emergency Carrel w/slide 
flight manual procedures. tapes 
PROFICIENCY . Flight planning and pre-takeoff Briefings, YES 
TRAINING AND procedures. Oral Exam, 
PROFICIENCY . Steep turns and approaches to.stalls. Simulator 
CHECK 	 . Area departures and arrivals. 
. Category II requirements review. 
* 	 Approach and missed approach 
profiles and procedures. 
* 	 Irregular and emergency 
procedures. 
EMERGENCY . Emergency assignments and Classroom, YES 
PROCEDURES crew coordination. Training, 
TRAINING . Location, function and operation Aids,and 
of emergency equipment. Mock-ups 
. Coping with emergency situations'. 
. Operation and use of emergency 
exits, slides, life Vests and rafts.
 
Evacuation drills.
 
Emergency oxygen systems and'use.
 
Ditching techniques and procedures.
 
INS and dead reckoning 	ireview.
 
TABLE 11-5 - ANNUAL PILOT RECURRENT TRAINING 
1-10
 
Except for selected special emphasis items such
 
as, hijacking procedures, wind shear on final
 
approach,new Air Traffic Control procedures, etc.,
 
that are required to keep flight crews abreast of
 
the latest developments, all subject matter is a
 
review of previously accomplished training. Pilots
 
have demonstrated end level proficiency or know­
ledge of equipment, systems, or procedures before
 
completing basic, transition, or upgrading train­
ing requirements which is comparable to the STS
 
advanced training requirements. The objective of
 
recurrency training is to monitor and check pilot
 
skills and proficiencies to insure desired airline
 
standards of performance are maintained and FAA
 
requirements are satisfied.
 
3) 	Recurrency Training in Percent of Total - Table
 
1I-6, Recurrent Training Hours in % of Total
 
Hours. This figure identifies the percent of
 
total training hours that are represented by
 
recurrency training hours in each media category

accomplished yearly by United Airlines pilots.
 
Again the chart includes over and under 90-day
 
flight frequencies.
 
4) 	Training Subject to Recurrency Requirements -
Table I1-7, Comander/Pilot Total Training Hours 
Subject to Recurrency, identifies the basic train­
ing hours .used to determine recurrent training hour 
requirements. Basic training classroom hours have 
been reduced 50% to accommodate differences be­
tween the entry level performance of pilots enter­
ing airline training and entry level performance

of astronauts entering the STS program. Crew mem­
bers entering airline pilot training programs are
 
pilots who possess airplane and instrument ratings,
 
therefore, the depth of basic training is shallow.
 
Background and enrichment information relating to
 
the tasks of flying an airplane and interpreting
 
instrument presentations or discussions of basic
 
navigational aids and communications are practic-.
 
ally eliminated. By contrast, the added dimensions
 
involved in space flight will demand more emphasis
 
-on aspects of the STS program that are foreign to
 
the newly hired trainee. Much of the training
-
offered in the Basic phase of the STS training pro­
gram is not subject to recurrency training once
 
end level course objectives are obtained. To com­
pensate for this consideration 50% of the Basic
 
Training classroom hours are used as a basis for com­
puting recurrent training hour requirements from
 
United Airlines experience.
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,UNITED AIRLINES CURRENCY TRAINING REQUIREMENTS 
VS TOTAL QUALIFICATION TRAINING HOURS 
LESS THAN 90 DAYS 
COURS BRIEFINGCOURSEAND CLRM TRNS SIMS AIRPLANE SUB TOTAL" 
TOTALHOURTRiNG 
HOURS(l1) 243 31.6 23.2 27.9 325.7 
RECURRENT 4 6 1 46 
HOURS(2) 4 6 1 46 
% OF TOTAL 14 12.5 26 3.5 14 
OVER 90 DAYS LESS THAN 12 MONTHS-
TOTAL TlING 
HOURSM 
RECURRENT 
HO UR S(2) 
% OF TOTAL 
243 
42 
17 
I 
31.6 
4 
12,5 
I 23.2I""I­
8 ., 
26 
... 
27.9 
2 
-1 
7 
325.7 
56 
56I 
17 
(1) From Table 11-3 
(2) From Table-III-4 
TABLE 11-6 - RECURRENT TRAINING HOURS IN %OF TOTAL HOURS 
11-12 
BASIC HOURS FOR RECURRENT COMPUTATIONS
 
TRAINING PHASE CLRM SIMS TTAL
TRNR TAORLAN 
BASIC 138TU 26 164
 
ADVANCED 376 
 476 508 68 1427
 
FLIGHT SPECIFIC (2) 18 87 113 
 218
 
TOTAL HOURS
 
RECURRENT BASE 532 588 621 68 1809
 
(1)Total Basic Classroom Hours Reduced 50%.
 
(2)Transferred from Flight Specific Program.
 
TABLE 11-7 COMMANDER/PILOT TOTAL TRAINING SUBJECT TO RECURRENCY
 
5) Orbiter Recurrent Training Requirement Baseline -
Table II-8, Orbiter Recurrent Training Hour Require­
ments. Applying United Airlines recurrent training
percentages developed in Table 11-6 to the baseline
 
Orbiter Basic and Advanced training hour require­
ments identified in Figure 6, an estimate of the
 
required Recurrent training hour requirements can
 
.be made for, the STS program. Training hour require­
ments identified in Table II-8, represents an annual
 
requirement and only a certain percentage need to
 
be accomplished during turnaround training. A flight
 
frequency of 3 times a year will require one third
 
of the total recurrent training hours to be accomp­
lished between flights. Detailed task analysis of
 
Orbiter duties and flight histories of crew perfor­
mance will be required to satisfactorily develop
 
crew qualifications for future Orbiter flights.
 
5. Determination of Flight Specific Training Hour Requirements

Table 11-9, Commander/Pilot Flight Specific Training-Hour

Requirements, lists the generic training activities for
 
Flight Specific Training as defined in the JSC training doc­
ument dated 3/19/76. The training activities were evaluated
 
in an effort to establish a baseline training hour require­
ment for Flight Specific training. Full training is required

for Habitat and Emergency considerations, and flight profiles

prior to each scheduled flight.
 
Standard Orbiter operations referred to are Orbiter maneu­
vering and control techniques required to support Orbiter
 
and payload flight requirements. Crews should be trained
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COMPUTING NASA RECURRING TRAINING HOUR REQUIREMENTS 
FLIGHT FREQUENCY LESS THAN 90 DAYS. 
ADVANCED RECURRING TRAINING HOUR REQUIREMENTS 
COURSE 
TRAINING HOUR 
BASE (1) 
UA RECURENT 
CLRM 
532 
14 
TRNR 
it588 
12.5 
SIMS' 
621 
26 
AIRPANE 
68 
3.5 
SUB TOTAL 
. 809 
RECURRING 
HOURS 
74 73 - 162 2 311 
FLIGHT FREQUENCY MORE THAN 90 DAYS LESS THAN12 MONTHS 
ADVANCED RECURBING TRAINING-HOUR REQUIREMENTS 
COURSE 'CLRM TRNRF SIMS AIRPLANE SUB TOTAL 
TRAINING HOUREAE {1)BASE (1) 532 588 .621 68 1809 
UA RECURRENT 17 12.5 26 7 t (2) _ _ __ _ 2 
RECURRING 90 73 162 5 330 
HOURS 
(1).-. Table I-7 
(2) - Table 11-6 
TABLE 11-8 - ORBITER RECURRENTTRAINING HOUR REQUIREMENTS 
II-1-4 RPRODUCIB lTY OF T-' 
ORi 1NAL PAGE IS POOR 
SPECIFIC TRAININGIFLIGHT 
SIMS STA TOTAL ACTIONTRAINING ACTIVITY CLAM TRNB 
HABITAT AND 
- EMERGENCIES 10 19 Required for all flights. 
PHASE TRAINING 7 2U 	 27 Required for all flights. 
99 Required for all flights.FLIGHT PROFILES 15 34 40 i0 
SUB TOTAL 24 51 60 10 145 145 HOURS - FIXED 
STANDARD ORBITER Transferred to Advanced Training 
OPERATIONS and Recurrency Factor applied. 
31 	 35 Activities not requiredEVA 	 4 6 29 	 41 For all flights." MS 	 6 45 	 118 Approximately 1/3 of totalSPACELAB 36 37 
s 	 IUWTUG 15 16 31 training hours required for 
SPACE TELESCOPE 6 24 30 each flight. 
25 255- = 85 HOURS - ADJUSTEDSUB TOTAL 67 	 98 90 
230 HOURSn 	 FLIGHT SPECIFIC BASELINE HOUR 
) = HOURS ADDED TO ADVANCED TRAINING AND REFLCTED IN RECURRENT 
4TRAINING HOUR REQUIREMENTS 
to proficiency in these maneuvers .during the Advanced
 
phase of training and only recurrency requirements accomp­
lished prior to each flight. Using this rationale, these
 
requirements are transferred to the Advanced training phase
 
and a recurrent training factor applied to determine be­
tween flight training hour requirements.
 
The remainder of Flight Specific training activities are
 
identified-with specific type of payloads. Since three 
basic payload categories'exist, the total of.training hours 
represented -by these activities is divided by three to ­
provide an, averaged approximation for each flight prepar­
ation. Approximately one third of the requirements will
 
apply to the-payldad scheduled for the next flight.
 
This rationale establishes the baseline for'FlightSpecific
 
training 'hour requirements as follows:
 
a. -Fixed hours for all flights.
 
CLRM TRNR SIMS STA TOTAL
 
24 51 60 10 -145 Hours
 
b. Total Specific Payload adjusted hours:
 
CLRM TRNR SIMS STA TOTAL ADJUSTED HOURS
 
67 98 90. . . 0 ... 255 
It is assumed that approximately one third of the
 
-adjusted hours, or 85'hours, will be the required
 
.training hours for turnaround training prior to the
 
next flight. The Flight Specific, training hour base­
line established for this study utilizing the dbove
 
rationale is:
 
Fixed 145-Hours
 
Adjusted -85 Hours
 
Flight

Specific -
Baseline 230 Hours
 
6. Determination-of Payload Specific Training Hour Baseline -
A baseline training hour requirement for ,Payload Specific

training must be established in addition,to the,Flight
 
Specific and Orbiter recurrent training basel-ines to deter­
mine the impact of turnaround training time on payload

involvement training.
 
As reasonable .estimates for payload training are difficult
 
to obtain in this time frame the traininq plan for the Life
 
II-16­
Sciences Test II Simulation was selected to provide a

representative approximation for Payload Specific train­
ing requirements. The requirements of this plan were

modified to comply with the definitions of crew involve­
ment utilized in this study. Certain areas of the train­ing plan requirements had previously been included in this

study under Orbiter recurrent or Flight Specific and were

therefore excluded. Additionally, the definitions used
here for low and high crew involvement led to the decision
 to reduce the Test II training plan requirement for Experi­
ment Training Exercise by 75%. It is assumed for this study
that a Commander or Pilot would only be responsible for
 involvement in a subset of total experiment operations (no

more 	than 25%) regardless of his level of involvement in
those operations. 
 It was felt that the pilot training

requirements in the Test II plan most nearly approximated

a low involvement training requirement while the Payload
Specialist requirements (when modified as previously noted)

represented a high involvement level for the.purposes of
 
this 	study.
 
Table II-10, Payload Specific Training Hour Baseline, lists
 
the modified training requirements and shows the established
baseline of 80 hours required for Payload Specific Training

that 	will be used in this study. This total represents the
low involvement definition. 
The total for high involve­
ment supports our assumption in the weighted methodology

section that high involvement will require approximately

twice the training level of low involvement for Payload

Specific training.
 
7. 	Total Baseline Training Requirements 
- Table I-1l, Base­line Turnaround Training Requirements, identified the total
training requirements baselines developed and used in this
 
study. Data is generated from projected training require­
ments obtained from JSC Training Document dated 19 March 1976
(which outlined Commander/Pilot, Basic, Advanced, and Flight
Specific training), the Life Sciences Test II,Mission
 
Simulation, United Airlines, Flight Operations Training

Manual, and other United Airlines training records. Quanti­tative data developed in Appendix V, is developed from applic­
able baseline training hour requirements listed in Table II-11.
 
C. 	 CONSTRAINTSAND CONSIDERATIONS AFFECTING TRAINING HOURS:
 
Considering availability of training time as a 
major impact dri­
ver affecting qualification of the Commander and Pilot to operate
payloads, a brief look at the constraints and considerations that

affect training time should be made. 
Six impact items have been
identified in this study and a numerical factor applied to each in
 an attempt to quantify the total effect of all 
items applicable to
 any given payload. Computations for development of training hour
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PAYLOAD SPECIFIC TRAINING HOUR BASELINE. 
TRAINING ACTIVITY LOW INVOLVEMENT HIGH,INVOLVEMENT 
CLRM T14NR CLRM- TRNR 
INITIAL PI BRIEFING 16 32 '-
EXPERIMENT PROCEDURE 4 40 
BRIEFING 
EXPERIMENT TRAINING 
EXERCISE 23 66 
SAFETY BRIEFING I I 
FLIGHT PLAN BRIEFING & 
REVIEWS 16 -16 
CONTINGENCY PROCEDURES 
BRIEFING 2 4 
DATA SYSTEMS BRIEFING 2 " 2 
WET RUN SIMULATION .16 16 
SUB TOTAL 41 39 95, 82 
BASELINE TOTALS 80 Hours 177 Hours 
TABLE -10 - PAYLOAD SPECIFIC TRAINING HOUR-BASELINE 
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TRAINING i - MEDIA TOTAL 
REQUIREMENT CLRM TRNR SIMS AIRPLANE TOTAL 
Less than 90 days 74 73 162 2 311, 
RECURRING 
ORBITER 
More than 90 days 90 73 162 5 330 
Fixed 24 51 60 10 145 
FLIGHT 
SPECIFIC 
Adjusted 22.4 32.6 30 0 85 
High Involvement 95 82 177 
PAYLOAD 
SPECIFIC 
Low Involvement 41 39 80 
TABLE II-11 - BASELINE TURNAROUND TRAINING REQUIREMENTS 
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requirements utilizing the weighted factors assigned to these
 
impact items for various payload options is contained in-

Appendix V,to this report.
 
The six impact items identified are:
 
a Crew Specialization or Generalization
 
* Payload Involvement by the Crew.
 
a Payload Complexity.
 
o MdltiDiscipline Payload Requirements.
 
--a - Contingency Operation of> Payloads..
 
s Training Locations.
 
Training methods also impact training time. A proper mix
 
of classroom type training.-combined with part -task or pro­
*cedures training-and Ih'gh fid6litysiinlator cn signifi­
cantly reduce time required for trainees to reach'end-level
 
performance
 
1. Crew Speciaiization or General ittibh:'Tha Soecialihd-con­
cept of designating the Commander: an.Pil,ot to fly only spe­
cified categories of payloads requires less training time
 
than to train the crew on a generalized concept dnd.qualify
 
them to operate any payloa4. -This isreflectedin the
 
weighted-factor applied to'each-cdbcept identified in-

Appendix V.
 
Specialization reduces training requirementsfor Initial,
 
Recurrent and 'fiight spedific traintng. When the total
 
training-requirements to qualify the Commander and Pilot
 
for STS operation are analyzed and turnaround trainfng
 
considered the incentives to apply the specialized con­
cept of crew assignment'is compelling. Inall probability
 
a generalized crew would not fly the same payload category
 
more than once in a sitgle year while the specialized crew
 
definitely would. Recurrency considerations alone rule
 
strongly in favor of specialization.
 
2. Pa load Involvement by Crew: A high or low-payload in­
volvement by the crew presents a straight line impact on,
 
training requirements. Payload involvement considerations'
 
are described inAppendix I to this report.
 
3. Payload ComplexiI y': More difficult payload operations
 
require more training time to train to end level profici­
ency, more sophisticated trainers or simulators, or a com­
b-ination of both.' Automated payloads or free flyer deliver3
 
and retrieval present the least involvement with payload.
 
operation itself. Orbiter rendezvous and docking, instal­
lation and removal of experiments from the orbiter bay and
 
possible activation and deactivation of the payload inmost
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cases is the extent of payload specialist involvement.
 
Other payloads may require monitoring only while some
 
may require extensive manipulation or procedural oper­
ation to accomplish the experiment objectives. The
 
latter type of payloads will require more training

time 	to qualify the operator and probably higher fi­
delity simulators.
 
Payloads requiring manual dexterity or motor skills to
 
operate would be more suitable for high fidelity type of
 
simulation which would allow the operator to develop skills
 
and techniques necessary to perform the payload operation.

Using the Remote Manipulator System is an example of this
 
type 	of training.
 
Part task or procedures trainers can be used to train pro­
cedural skills. Procedures may be performed by use of a
 
checklist or by performing sequential steps initiated by
 
a condition/action chain of events. Training devices
 
needed for this type of training will require adequate
 
logic to provide highly reqllstic stimuli to trigger the
 
proper succeeding action or response. Operating a switch
 
or control must produce a realistic indication on a gauge

instrument, or CRT that will verify that the previous ac­
tion was correct and to provide the stimulus or condition
 
for the next action.
 
All operational on-orbit payload training that would involve
 
the Commander and Pilot will be accomplished in trainers,
 
or simulators, or by ground operation of the experiment, if
 
practical. Training to end level proficiency will be
 
done 	without benefit of actual on-orbit operation. This
 
consideration identifies a requirement to develop high

fidelity simulators such as the Shuttle Mission Simulator,
 
Spacelab Simulator, Orbiter and Spacelab Neutral Buoyancy

Trainers, RMS simulator, etc. to develop crew skills and
 
techniques.
 
Part 	task trainers such as the Orbiter and Spacelab One-G
 
trainers where training of habitability procedures, power

and consumables management, payload check out procedures,

and applicable contingency procedures may be accomplished
 
provide adequate simulation of the real equipment as high
 
fidelity simulators.
 
4. 	Multi-Discipline: Multi-discipline-payloads may consist
 
of experiments and equipment provided from more than one
 
payload center. It is conceivable that all centers may

contribute experiments for a single STS mission. The desig­
nated lead center will provide necessary on-orbit opera­
tional training to qualify the Commander and Pilot to par­
ticipate in payload operation. This introduces an
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additional training location and time constraint inover­
all turnaround or recurrent tralnina that mimt h0 arcnmn­
lished between flights.
 
Perhaps the most significant training impact presented by
 
multi-discipline payloads isthe possible difference in
 
scientific discipline of the experiments and equipment
 
that constitute the payload. The Commander's and Pilot's
 
scientific background will determine to a great extent the
 
training difficulty experienced inqualifying them for pay­
load operation. Itis not likely that the Orbiter crew
 
will possess requisite knowledge and training in all disci­
plines involved. Those experiments which require extensive
 
knowledge and experience in a discipline foreign to the
 
Commander's and Pilot's backgrounds will require excessive
 
training and should be eliminated from consideration for
 
on-orbit involvement.
 
5. 	Contingency Operation of Payloads: All Orbitercrews Will
 
be trained to perform emergency and contingency operation
 
of payloads that will affect Orbiter safety. Malfunctions
 
which require payload deactivation, jettison, fuel dumping,
 
safing, etc., should be performed with the aid of applic­
able emergency and contingency action checklists and accomp­
lished or monitored by the Commander and the Pilot. These
 
safety of flight payload malfunction checklists will nor­
mally include ground interfaces with MCC but inextreme
 
cases of emergency may be accomplished unilaterally by the
 
crew. Other less seriouspayload contingencies that will
 
affect mission accomplishment will be corrected by or with
 
assistance of the Orbiter crew. Representative contingen­
cies inthis category include:
 
a. 	Incapacitation of the Payload Specialist or Mission
 
Specialist. The Commander and Pilot would be trained
 
to fill- inwith experiment operation inthe event the
 
primary crew member(s) become incapacitated.
 
b.-	 Failure of automated payload features. The Commander
 
and Pilot would be trained to operate'automated pay­
load features manually if such provisions are incor­
porated into the design.
 
-c. Repat experiment/payload malfunctions. This refers
 
to actions related to servicing and repair not included
 
inthe normal flight planning sequence. The Commander
 
and Pilot would be trained to utilize available on­
board equipment and with ground furnished instruction
 
or experiment payload knowledge and checklists perform

servicing or repair to the payload to insure mission
 
accomplishment.
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6. 	Training Location: The location where payload training is
 
to Te accomplished will present a significant scheduling con­
straint to Commanders and Pilots fulfilling recurrency or
 
turnaround training requirements. Time consumed in travel
 
will reduce available training time and present scheduling

difficulties when arranging for several training requirements
 
at a number of locations all within specified time frames,
 
some of which may overlap other training requirement sche­
dules. Establishing on-orbit operational payload training

at JSC could reduce the impact of this driver. Lead pay­
load 	centers will normally develop trainers for their pay­
loads, if practical; however, payload training may also be
 
accomplished at JSC, and the launch site.
 
Some 	training can only be accomplished at a certain time
 
interval before launch. Operational payload training

accomplished during integration testing is a typical

example, i.e., Integration of the payloads with the Spacelab

and the Spacelab with the orbiter. These activities will
 
take 	place on a timeline of events based upon the launch
 
time. Any payload training programmed during this time will
 
have to be accomplished to accommodate the integration sche­
dule. Crewmen requiring payload training will have to be
 
available during the integration process. This consider­
ation not only infers a time constraint but also a-location
 
constraint since integration will probably be conducted at
 
the launch site. In the case of the Commander and Pilot
 
other training will have to be scheduled around this type of
 
payload training that is restricted to inflexible time
 
frames.
 
Trainers and devices built for payload training may be lo­
cated at the-lead payload center, the launch site, or at
 
JSC. Location of these training devices will partially

determinewhere specific payload training will have to take
 
place.
 
7. 	Training Methodology: The training methodology used to
 
train for payload operation will affect the training time
 
needed to reach established end of course objectives defined
 
for operational payload tasks. The most effective way to
 
achieve these-objectives would be to put the entire crew
 
ina high fidelity simulator and practice a specific mission.
 
This method would produce a qualified crew in the shortest
 
possible time. It is impractical and uneconomical to con­
sider such an approach for many reasons, some of which are:
 
* Cost of high fidelity simulators.
 
* Utilization of simulators (only one crew could be
 
trained at a time unless several simulators were
 
available).
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* Many tasks and procedures can be'trained adequately
 
in less sophisticated training devices.
 
* Only one crew can-be in training at a time.
 
" All. training must be done:at simulator site.
 
A well designed training progtam that meets the needs of
 
the end of course performance objectives should utilize
 
a mix of training media, Detail.ed task analysis of the
 job 	and development of spedific behavioral objectives will
 
identify what media will best satisfy the training require­
ments necessary'to 'satisfy course criteria. Some of the
 
advantages of u.sing a well'rounded mix of training media
 
are:
 
e.Economical us& of high fidelity simulation. 
* Provides,scheduling.flexibility.,
 
0 Can accommodate larger student population.
 
* Exposes trainee to a latger c Xs-section of expertise.
 
- Tra'ining can be accompllfsfed at mdre than one location.
 
Trainin, required for some payload operation can be
 
accomplished without using traininge-mdia other than some
 
classroom orientation identifying.ezperiment objectives.
 
Operating procedures are so minimal or the experiment is
 
automated to the.extent.that flight:crew operational parti­
cipation, is'not required. This training could. be accomp­
lished during integration Qf the experiment'with the total
 
payload. By contrast more complex payloads may require use
 
of high fidelity simulators. Proper use of,.accepted train­
ing development procedures and application of a systems
 
app.roach to training will identifymedia requirements. The
 
following media ardcurrently used in pilot training pro­
grams in the airline tndustryi
 
a. 	High fidelity simulators equipped with:
 
* Visual .systems.
 
* Performance comparison capability.
 
* Prdgra med malfunction and fault analysis.

" Six degrees of freedom motion base.
 
" Automatic feedbac"
 
" Record/playback.
 
u. 	Cockpit procedures trainers equipped.with audio/visual
 
projection systems
 
c. 	System mock-ups.
 
d. 	Individualized training carrels with audio/visual pro­
grammed instruction.
 
e. 	Classrooms with responder systems and audio/visual pre­
sentation equipment.
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,ORIGINAL PJLC2E IS POOR 
Availability and utilization of different media selected for
 
training payload operation will impact the selection of Commander/

Pilot payload options.
 
D NUMBER OF CREWS TO BE TRAINED - NUMBER 2 DRIVER
 
Flight frequency is the major factor affecting crew requirements

for the STS program. Lower frequencies greatly increase the num­ber of crews required to fly the missions scheduled for the pro­
gram. Higher flight frequencies reduce the number of required
 
crews and also the turnaround time available to train them for
 
payload operation. More payload training can be accomplished

and crews can-become more involved with payload operation with
 
lower flight frequencies, however more crews will have to be
 
trained to meet mission model requirements. Higher flight fre­
quency turnaround rates preclude all but minimal payload train­
ing during the available training time between flights.
 
A second factor affecting crew requirements is the Generalized
 
Crew Concept versus the Specialized Crew Concept. Although-the.

type of payloads planned for the STS flights are evenly distribu­
ted, use of the Specialized concept generates a slight increase
 
in the number of crews required to-fly the mission schedule. The
 
total training impact remains relatively constant with either
 
concept. Generalization-requires more training hours per crew
 
and 	Specialization requires less training hours but more crews
 
to train. Scheduling conflicts are more likely to occur when
 
more crews are involved. The Specialized crews need only be
 
trained in their designated payload specialty while Generalized
 
crews require training inall payload categories. Table 11-12,
 
Generalized versus Specialized Crew Requirements, identifies the
 
number of crews to be trained in each concept based upon flight
 
frequencies of two through six flights a year. Data compiled

refers to 341 planned seven day flights from the TRW371 mission
 
model. Thirty, 30-day missions are also planned but not included
 
in the totals represented'
 
I. 	Currency Requirements: Flight Frequency of the Orbiter and
 
flight frequency of certain payloads will have an impact on
 
recurrent training requirements. Orbiter recurrent training

requirements must be baselined to identify Orbiter currency
 
requirements based upon the flight frequency of the Orbiter.
 
Flight frequency of payloads will not necessarily be the
 
same as Orbiter frequencies. Recurrent payload training

will apply only to those payloads scheduled to be on the
 
next flight the crew will fly. The specific payload flight

frequency may be only once or twice a year. Many experi­
ments may only be flown one time during the entire program,

although the payload category, i.e., Spacelab, Free Flyer,
 
or .IUS/TUG may be flown many times a year.
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GENERALIZED VS SPECIALIZED CREW TRAINING REQUIREMENTS BASED UPON FLIGHT FREQUENCY (Q DAY MISSIONS) 
NUMBER OF CREWS TO BE TRAINED 
PAYLOAD SPECIALIZATION CATEGORY 9FT/E 3 FLTS/YEAR 4 FLTS/YEAR 5 FLTEVYEAR 6 FLTS/YEALR 
Year 
Flights 
Scheduled 
Cat I 
Spacelab 
Cat II 
Pallet Only 
Cat III 
Free Flyer 
Cat IV 
INS/TUG 
General-
ized 
pecial-
ized 
General-
ized 
Special-
ized 
General-
ized 
Special-
ized 
General-
ized 
Special-
ized 
General-
ized 
Special­
ized 
1980 2 1 1 0 0 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
1981 8 4 1 1 2 4 5 3 5 2 4 2 4 2 4 
1982 11 4 2 1 4 6 6 4 6 3 4 3 4 2 4 
1983 19 5 4 5 5 10 11 7 8 5 7 4 4 4 4 
1984 25 8 6 5 6 13 13 9 9 7 8 5 7 5 5 
1985 32 8 8 7 9 16 17 11 12 8 9 7 8 6 8 
1986 38 8 10 8 12 19 19 13 14 10 10 8 9 7 8 
,1987 41 10 11 7 13 21 22 14 16 11 12 9 10 7 9 
1988 39 9 11 7 12 20 21 13 14 10 11 8 10 7 8 
1989 
1990 
41 
42 
9 
11 
10 
11 
7 
6 
15 
14 
21 
21 
22 
22 
14 
14 
15 
15 
11 
11 
12 
12 
9 
9 
9 
11 
7 
7 
9 
8 
1991 43 12 12 6 13 122 22 15 15 11 12 9 11 8 9 
TOTAL 341 89 87 60 105 
REFERENCE TRW 371 MISSION MODEL 
TABLE 11-12 - GENERALIZED VS. SPECIALIZED CREW REQUIREMENTS 
Specialized crews will maintain-currency on their desig­
nated payload category but will be trained for specific

experiment/payload operation prior to each flight. 
Gen­
eralized crews would require training for both the desig­
nated payload category and specific experiment/payload

operation. The Generalized creW flight frequency in
a
particular payload category would be lower than the
 
Specialized crew and more training time and simulation
 
will be required to prepare them for their next flight.
 
2. 	Projection of Training Aids and Simulators: The design

and availability of training aids and simulators will
have an impact on the available training hours necessary

to qualify crews for STS flights-. Effective use of
 
training devices and the degree of fidelity designed
into their operation will influence the overall training

time required to qualify the Commander and Pilot for
payload-operation. 
Monetary budget constraints require

that money spent for training be held to a minimum.
Restricting procurement costs will affect the quantity

of.trainers and simulators available and to some degree

will affect the quality and fidelity of simulation. Train­ing requirements must be reduced as much as possible to
 
,relieve the pressure on these devices. Training must be

closely scheduled and sequenced to take full advantage of
training aids and to insure maximum utilization is achieved.
 
Required training programs must be developed with a systems

approach to insure that training devices are used only for
 
relevant operational training and that trainer time is not
 
wasted unnecessarily on non-operational tasks.
 
An analysis of the tasks involved with payload operation

using the-systems approach will also identify those objec­
tives that can be effectively trained in a classroom environ.
 
ment. 
 Using classroom training to obtain these objectives

will-free the trainers for use in training more relevant
tasks that require fidelity of response or simulation of
 
the 	work environment.
 
Trainers and simulators currently planned at JSC for payload

and mission training are listed below:
 
a. 	Shuttle Mission Simulator 
- Orbiter Flight Deck
 
b. 	Spacelab Simulator 
- Spacelab Systems, Module and Experi­
ment Interfaces.
 
c. 	IUS Simulator
 
d. 	Orbiter One-G.Trainers 
- Orbiter Cabin, Mid-Body, Payload
 
Bay doors.
 
e. 	Spacelab One-G Trainer 
- Spacelab Module and Pallets.
f. 	Orbiter Neutral Buoyancy Trainer 
- Cabin, Mid-Body, and 
Payload Bay doors.
 
g. Spacelab Neutral Buoyancy Trainer 
- Exterior of Module
and 	Pallets.
 
h. 	RMS Simulator 
- Manipulator, Aft Cabin Orbiter Controls,
 
Cargo Bay.
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APPENDIX III 
- FUNCTIONAL PAYLOAD CATEGORIZATION
 
A. GENERAL
 
The first step in defining operational payload tasks for a Spe­
cialized Crew is to identify logical 
areas of specialization for
 
on-orbit payload operations. Certain functions associated with

certain types of payloads can be homogeneously grouped into com­patible workload behaviors that lend themselves to specialization.

This close look at payload operational functions was also neces­
sary to acquire a generic picture of the workload tasks required
to define the involvement of generalized crews with on-orbit
 
payload operation.
 
Using the Flight/Year, Modified Payload Traffic Model 
and the
 
Space Transportation System Payload Mission Control Study, a
broad look at the functional operation requirements of each type

of payload was made (Reference Table 111-I). These functional
 
requirements were further expanded to identify the number of
 
times each function was scheduled to occur eachyear. (Reference
Table 111-2). This data will help identify where the major train­
ing emphasis needs to be applied each year, and when the need
 
for this training must be accommodated.
 
This data also identifies areas where major training workloads
 
occur and provides 
some insight into dividing the scheduled STS

mission program into identifiable specialization categories for
 
application of possible Commander/Pilot involvement with on-orbit
payload operations. This information also supports training media

and simulation decisions. Areas of high training loads or fre­
quent occurrences might be best satisfied with more sophisticated

trainingdevices of high operational fidelity. 
For example RMS

operation will be used on 201 
STS missions (Reference Table 111-2).

It might be used several times on each mission which would increase
the total number of operations significantly. Regardless, it

points out a requirement for a relatively high fidelity trainer to

adequately train the number of crews who will be using the remote
 
manipulator system.
 
Criticality of the operational functions relevant to flight safety

and mission accomplishment must also be considered when developing

training devices and training requirements.
 
B. STS MISSION PAYLOAD CATEGORIZATION
 
There are three basic types of STS mission payload categories, 1)
Spacelab Payloads, 2) Automated free flyer payloads, and 3) Orbit
 
to Orbit IUS/TUG payloads. This categorization is based upon major
technological concepts and mission objectives. 
 Other factors such
 
as 1) compatible behavioral objectives of the tasks involved,
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TRW - PAYLOAD MISSION CONTROL 
STUDY 
OPERATIONAL PAYLOAD CONSIDERATIONS 24 APRIL 1975, REV OCT. 1975 
Mission Fits •PAYLOAD MISSION REQUIREMENTS TYPE OF SPECIALIZATION 
Control 
FTye 
DIiIPL uleS SERVICEW/EVA WO/EVA 
WVpDelivery 
EMS Airlock ______ ______ 
Retieval 
Multi 
Satelite 
I SPACE LABPlane- Module SL&P P 
tary only cly 
Auto-
mated 
OPERATIONPS Multi 
Oper Disc. 
Ded1­
cated 
CATEGORY 
I_ tion I 
A Space Technology 33 x x x x 
(ATL) TYPE 
A AMPS 19 x x x x I 
B Astonorny, Cloud 46 x xx x x x 
physics lab, Space 
processing &Tech, 
LS Mini-Lab 
C Solar Physics 41 x x x 
C Stellar 9 x x 
S Rg energ psics 37 x x x x TYPE 
Solar physics U 
Earth Resources 
radar 
E EOS-LEO 8 x x x x 
F LST Delivery
BEAO - C 
27 x x ,c(HEAO) x x 
TYPE 
tH 
SEOS-LEO 
H LEO/LST Servicing 
4 
7 x 
x 
x x x 
x 
x 
x4 I 
S FfO- LEO 14 x x x x x x x 
Bess Delivery 
Jj Life Sciences 
30 DAY{ 10 x x x x x TYPE 
J9 
K RIB 
11 
7 
x 
x 
x 
X 
x 
x x 
' x
'C I 
L E1S 7 x x X x x TYPE 
M TUG 68 x x x x - _ . IV 
N TUG 23 L x x x Ix_ % 
I TOTALS 371 21 18 201 93 226 168 75 30 21 98 7 1 
TABLE rn-1 
OF SCHEDULED OCCURRENCES PER YEAR OF OPERATIONAL PAYLOAD CONSIDERATIONSNUMBER 
PAYLOAD MISSION REQUIREMENTS 
SPACE LABNO SERVICE 
YEAR FLTS Air 
YE W/EVA WO/EVA RMS 	 Lock Delivery Retrieval Multi- Plane- Module Pallet 
Opera- Satelite tary Only SL & P Only 
tion 
1980 
1981 
2 
8 5 
1 
2 
1 
5 1 1 1 1 3 1 
1982 12 7 2 7 2 2 1 2 3 2 
1983 20 2 1 13 4 14 6 3 2 2 4 4 
1984 26 2 2 14 6 15 .8 4 2 2 7 6 
1985 34 2 3 19 8 20 16 5 4 2 8 8 
1986 41 3 2 24 9 26 21 7 5 2 9 10 
1987 44 3 2 24 11 26 13 7, 6 2 11 11 
1988 
1989 
43 
46 
3 
3 
3 
2 
23 
26 
11 
12 
25 
30 
19 
23 
10 
12 
2 
3 
2 
2 
11 
12 
11 
10 
1990 48 1. 2 23 13 28 20 13 1 2 14 11 
1991 48 2 1 23 13 29 20 11 2 2 15 12 
TOTAL 371 21 18 201 93 226 149 75 29 21 98 87 
TABLE 111-2 
2) equitable distribution and homogeneity of functional tasks,
3) frequency of task accomplishment, and 4) requisite repertory

of the operator compared to the tasks involved, must also be con­
sidered when classifying payloads into specific functional cate­
gories.
 
The number of STS missions scheduled through 1991, in each of

three categories cited above is:
 
1) Spacelab 206
 
2) Free Flyer 60
 
3) IUS/TUG 105
 
TOTAL 371
 
Further assessment of the Spacelab category identifies two dis­tinctly different types of Spacelab missions. One involves uti-'
lization of a Spacelab module and the other utilizes pallet only

configuration. Functionally, there is 
a decided difference be­
tween the two concepts from an operational view of the Commander

and Pilot. 
Use of the Spacelab module extends the habitable en­
vironment of the Orbiter into the Spacelab. It presents an ad­ditional dimension to the sphere of responsibility and control
the flight crew must exercise.. The span of operation is divided
into two separate experiment areas and the number of interfaces
 between the orbiter and the payload are-substantially increased.
 
By contrast, a pallet only Spacelab mission will be operated and
 
controlled from the Orbiter experiment stations much the same as

other categories of payloads. Training necessary to involve the
Conmmander and Pilot in payload operation of experiments on Space­lab missions with-the Spacelab module will need to be more involved

and time consuming than for payloads which are operated solely
from the Orbiter. Itwould therefore, be logical to make a dis­tinction of 'payload involvement by the Commander and Pilot on
Spacelab missions between pallet only and module or module pallet

combinations. 
The number of Spacelab missions scheduled through

1991 is 206. The breakdown-is as follows:
 
1) Module only or module/pallet 119
 
2) Pallet only 
 87
 
TOTAL
 
Dividing Spacelab missions into these two categories will eliminate
 
a requirement to train the pallet only Specialized Crews in oper­
ation of the Spacelab module and certain Orbiter/Spacelab inter­
faces..
 
Based upon these considerations, four categories of STS mission
payloads are developed for use in payload training utilizing a

specialized crew concept. 
The flight frequencies developed in the
payload traffic model for each of the identified categories will
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provide an equitable distribution of payload training require­
ments throughout the operational phase of the STS .program. The
 
four categories and the'number of flights in each category is
as
 
follows:
 
1) Category I - Spacelab Module/Pallet 119
 
2) Category II - Spacelab pallet only 87
 
3) Category III - Free flyers 60
 
4) Category IV - IUS/TUG 105
 
TOTAL T
 
A generic list of payload disciplines scheduled for flight in
 
the STS program in each category is contained in Table 111-3,

Summary of Payload Disciplines by Category. From this data a
 
broad look can be made at the general type of mission and pay­
load disciplines that are involved with each of the Mission Cate­
gories identified in this study. Analysis of the functional tasks
 
involved with the inflight operational requirements of these pay­
loads and the planned mission payload traffic model dictates a
 
logical separation of the scheduled payloads into these four cate­
gories.
 
Table 111-4, Payload Flight Frequency by Payload Category, shows
 
the number of flights planned each year in each of the four cate­
gories. Assuming the Commanders and Pilots are specialized in each
 
of these four categories and trained to participate in on-orbit
 
payload operation in their specialty, the number of crews required

to meet the annual scheduled program can be determined by applying

the flight frequency guidelines.
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SUMMARY OF PAYLOAD DISCIPLINES BY CATEGORY 
CATEGORY I 
SPACELAB MODULE/ 
PALLET 
PAYLOAD # FLTS 
CATEGORY II 
SPACELAB PALLET ONLY 
PAYLOAD # FLTS 
CATEGORY III 
FREE FLYER 
PAYLOAD # FLTS 
CATEGORY IV 
IUS/TUG 
PAYLOAD # FLTS 
ATL 
Life Sciences 
(30 day) 
AMPS
~~Atm'os-PhysicsFA 
Multi-Discipline 
Space Process 
J2 
33 
10 
19 
46 
11 
Solar Plwsics 
Astronomy 
Multi-Discipline 
ATL 
Applications 
41 
9 
37 
EOS 
LST 
EFTO 
LS (Bess) 
12 
34 
14 
Planetary 
Pioneer 
Marine7 
Multi-Satelte 
Intel/SAT 
COMWSAT 
Disaster Warn 
(NOAA) 
30 
75 
119A 87 60 105 
a' TABLE 111-3 
TRW MISSION CONTROL STUDY, OCT. 1975 
Co 
PAYLOAD FLIGHT FREQUENCY BY CATEGORY 
SPACTAL 
MODULE/PALLET 
CATEGORY I 
' 
'PALLET ONLY 
CATEGORY II 
FREE FLYER 
CATEGORY II 
IUS/TUG 
CATEGORY IV . -
YEAR FLIGHTS 7 DAY 30 DAY FLIGHTS FLIGHTS FLIGHTS TOTAL 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1 
4 
5 
6 
9 
10 
11 
13 
13 
14 
16 
17 
1 
4 
4 
5 
8 
8 
8 
10 
9 
9 
10 
12 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
3 
4 
5 
5 
5 
1 
1 
2 
4 
6 
8 
10 
11 
11 
10 
11 
12 
0 
1 
1 
5 
5 
7 
8 
7 
7 
7 
6 
6 
0 
2 
4 
5 
6 
9 
12 
13 
12 
15 
14 
13 
2 
8 
12 
20 
26 
34 
41 
44 
43 
46 
47 
48 
TOTALS 119 89 30 87 60 105 / 371 
TABLE 111-4 
TRW MISSION CONTROL STUDY OCT 15, 1975 
APPENDIX IV - ON-ORBIT CREW FUNCTIONS FOR PAYLOAD OPERATION
 
A. GENERAL
 
This appenaix 1Ivr ,iL1iI
ytrieric on-oroir Tunctional tasKs per­formed by the crew to accomplish objectives of an STS mission.
 
In terms of the educational technologist, these broad based
functions are in
essence terminal objectives, each-of which

requires a number of sub-tasks or steps to accomplish. Sequen­
ces, controls, displays, and procedures must be designed or
developed and the tasks elements necessary to perform these
 
objectives identified before the behavioral objectives required
to accomplish these functions can be developed. For the pur­
pose of this study the functions are identified to evaluate
the involvement of the Commander and Pilot in on-orbit payload

operation. It is one step in the overall investigation of
 
constraints and limitations generated by the participation of
 
the Orbiter crew in experiment/payload operation.
 
Based upon determination formulated in Appendix III, 
Functional
 
Payload Categorization, the functional tasks identified in this

Appendix are divided into four categories of payload types.
 
Category I - Spacelab 

- Module/or module/pallet
 
Category II Spacelab 
- Pallet'only
 
Category III - Free Flyer Payloads 
Category IV - IUS/TUG 
- Free flyers requiring a kick stage. 
Functional payload tasks identified correspond to these four

categories. 
Table IV-I, represents the Spacelab module/pallet

combination and module only payloads. 
 Table IV-2, identified
 
Spacelab Pallet only functions, Table IV-3, lists the Free Flyer

and EOS functions and Table IV-4, identifies functions involved
 
with the interim upper stage and TUG planetary and military free
flyer payloads utilizing the kick stage to achieve outer orbits.
Functions identified inTables IV-l through IV-4 are applied to
the four crew involvment options utilized for evaluation in this
 
study.
 
B. GENERALIZED CREW CONCEPT
 
As with all other phases of STS flights, on-orbit functions

which involve flight safety should be either performed by the

Commander or Pilot or performed with their cognizance. The pri­
mary objective or rule should be "Safety", and the Commander must
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CATEGORY I - SPACELAB MODULE/PALLET ON-ORBIT OPERATIONAL PAYLOAD FUNCTIONS 
SPACELABDPERATONS MODULE/PALLET 	 MODULE ONLY 
. C&W monitoring for Spacelab. 	 Payload checkout. C & W and safing. 
. Critical Spacelab activation Payload activation sequence. Rendezvous. 
parameter monitoring and' Antenna and boom deployment'. Docking. 
verifcaton(l). 
. O yiExperiment calibration and Berthing.t rbiter s stems co figuration
 
, to support Spacelab operations(2 ). alinement. Servicing.
 
State vector and timing update Experiment operations. Payload checkout (preingress
 
as required for specific Detached subsatellite deploymeht. to Spacelab).
 
experiments. Experiment repair. Deployment.
 
*Spacelab deactivation.Monitorafeatofihtion . Extravehicular ac.tivity (EVA).- Retrieval. 
' Monitor safety of flight C&W. Rendezvous. Experiment operations. 
Subsatellite retrieval., 	 Experiment-related EVA 
or IVA. 
. Subsatellite, berthing. 
C & W 
. Antenna and:boom stowin o 
Experiment deactivation sequence. 
Examples are oxygen or carbon dioxide pressure, 'emergency power status,, and sd forth. 
(2) Examples are bus configurations, environmental control systems configuration, and so forth. 
0 
CATEGORY II ' SPACELAB PALLET ONLY ON-ORBIT OPERATIONAL PAYLOAD FUNCTIONS 
SPACELAB OPERATION 	 EXPERIMENT/PAYLOAD OPERATION 
C & W monitoring for Spacelab. 	 Activation. 
. Mechanical structures - deploying elements.Critical Sacelab ricittation .	 Manipulator.)
monitoring and verificationt . 
Orbiter maneuveng, attitude control.Orbiter systems configuration to support 

spacelab operations( 2 ). Orbiter pointing.
 
a * 
~Experiment pinting.o 
State vector and timing update as required 
for specific experiments. Power management. 
Spacelab deactivation. Experiment - critical C & W. 
z Command and control (including change capability). 
Monitor safety of flight C & W. EVA 
m 	 Direct viewing. 
Remote (TV) viewing. 
Data display. 
Onboard data storage control.
 
Control data transmit to ground.
 
Active and passive thermal control management.
 
Contamination monitoring and dumping.
 
(i 	 I.e., Oxygen or cabin dioxide pressure, (2) i.e., Bus configurations, environmental control 
emergency power status, etc. systems configuration, etc. 
CATEGORY III- FREE FLYER ON-ORBIT OPERATIONAL PAYLOAD FUNCTIONS 
CHECKOUT AND POST RELEASE RETRIEVAL SERVICING EOS OPERATION 
,. DEPLOYMENT OPERATION RTIVLER CIGOSOEAI 
Monitor and control resources . Initiate, monitor, . Configure payload. BY EVA - . CHECKOUT AND 
provided by orbiter to payloads and control payload for capture. e(electrical power and data 	 P rfornceVEVA DEPLOYMENT­interface). 
. Capture payload with Translate to . Monitor C&W. 
i fContingency remote manipulator payload . Monitor orbit 
Perform visual inspections, support, subsystem. paor poiton. 
. Monitor C&W for flight safety. 	 . Hard interface with Repair or position.Control safng functions, -	 orbter four exchange . Operate 
.• 	 servicng. payload. , manipulator. 
. Remove onboard inhibit of Return to 
ground cmmands to payload. Rekleployl4hto space SERVICING AND 
or lock into ,payload RETRIEVAL ­
. Initiate, monitor, and control bay.payload checkout sequence'. I BY SELF . Monitor C&W, 
p h e Mate and check orbiter! CONTAINED4 	 . Activate and verify manipulator payload umbilical. MANIPULATOR- . Capture and 
system. operate
sse.Monitor C&W for Activate and manipulator. 
. Release payload retention system. flight safety. verify payload
Erect paladiayprovided OperateErect payload in payload bay. . Control saang manipulator, mission­
. Monitor and control resources functions. peculiar
provided. by orbiter to payload. . Monitor and cotrl mechaniss 
resources provided by repair or (MEM, flying 
CO Monitor C&W for flight safety. 	 . rbitercts paoidsb exchange. ', spot scanner).'. I 	 orbiter o ayload . 
* Disconnect and retract payload/ Terminate Secure space­
1iorbiter umbilical. Configure eri s erviinge Scrsa crier 
and return (retrieval servicing. craf in orbiter 
Deploy payload to release only). orbiter for 
position and release payload. contingency
0 	 return. 
. Perform pyro/ 
propellant 
rCATEGORY IV - IUS/TUG ON-ORflIT OPERATIONAL PAYLOAD FUNCTIONS 
CHECKOUT AND POST RELEASE 
RENDEZVOUS ANDO DEPLOYMENT OPERATION DOCKING RETRIEVAL 
. Inspect visually. 
. Activate Tug and 
and * Track for navigation. Insert safetyrtSafety
* Open payload bay doors, 	 update G&N. ppusionlooks 
Control environmental Perrm activation system. 	
. Stow Tug/
contamination, and checkout. 	
. verify safety status Of payload in bay.Commit to deploy. 
. Commit to main Tug and payload. 
. Connect 
. Connect manipulator propulsion system burn. 
. DeactivateT g umbilicals.d 
epayload and give GO Monitor and
. Release latches. 	 propellants.IV Extend O0/spacecraft. 	 for capture.
.Monitor 	 control C&W.and control C&W. Maetrilcosn
 
. Activate 
 Open ntanaton shroud.neuver. 
. Check payload rf system. . Perform engineering . Visual inspection and
 
. Commit to release, housekeeping readout. flyaround,
 
* 	Remove safety interlocks, * Perform limited science . Deploy manipulator arm
 
sequences. and capture.
Tug. SRelease 
. emove RTG cooling. 
. Deactivate Tug auxiliary 
* Perform separation propulsion system. 
maneuver. 
. Dock. 
De tne primary crew member to insure thit all tasks performed

by any crew member conforms to this primary rule. This con­
cept extends into many Orbiter/Payload interface functions. If
 
these functions are identified as safety of flight oriented, the
 
Commander/Pilot crew members should be involved with the opera­
tion. The following functional tasks listed for Commander and
 
Pilot payload participation incorporate this philosophy.
 
1. Low'Payload Involvement Crew Functions (Option l) - Thegeneralized Crew Commander and Pilot will be trained and
 
qualified to perform the following functional tasks. These
 
tasks represent those generic functions that a Generalized
 
Crew-with low payload involvement would be.expected to per­
fo rm. 
* 	Monitor/Control resources provided by the Orbiter to
 
payloads (EPDS, ECS, CDMS, and data and communications
 
interfaces).
 
* 	Systems Housekeeping.
 
* 	Monitor C & W.
 
* 	Control data transmissions to the ground.
 
Control onboard data storage.
 
* 	Open and close Orbiter payload bay doors.
 
* 	Activate and verify manipulator system (RMS)
 
* 	Operate RMS to remove and install payloads in Orbiter bay.
 
* 	Disp ay and release payloads.
 
* 	Verify and maintain orbital positioning.*
 
* 	Maintain required payload pointing requirements.
 
Perform orbital maneuvering to accommodate payloau.
 
Perform rendezvous and 'docking maneuvers to capture pay-.
 
loads.
 
Perform .backup contingency EVA requirements.
 
Assist in payload operation when requested...-

Act as experiment subject when required.
 
perform Orbiter contingency procedures.
 
Assist in payload trouble shooting.
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Training and certification ofCommander and Pilots to per­
form these tasks will be accomplished at JSC and at the
 
launch site during Pre-launch testing and checkout, Ref­
erence Table IV-5, Commander/Pilot Payload Training Require­
ments (Option I). Training requirements for Spacelab, Free
 
flyer, and IUS/TUG Space flight missions are identified
 
together with the planned training location. These require­
ments-represent minimum training necessary to qualify a low
 
involvement crew for the Generalized Crew concept. Payload

testing and checkout training at the launch site will involve
 
mission simulation and includes participation by the Payload

Operations Center (POC), if applicable, and the Mission
 
Control Center (MCC) at JSC.
 
2. High Payload Involvement Crew Functions (Cption II)- A
 
Generalized Crew with high payload involvement will be
 
trained and qualified to participate in on-orbit operation

of any STS payload. This concept requires training in all
disciplines involved in STS missions and detailed operational

trainingbetween each flight for payloads that the crew is
 
scheduled to operate. Functional tasks identified for a
 
Generalized Crew with low payload involvement also apply to
 
a 
Generalized Crew with a high payload involvement. All
 
functional tasks identified inTables IV-l through IV-4 are
 
applicable to this payload involvement option. Functions
 
identified are abbreviated and broad based objectives with
little or no definition of the total job requirements involved.
 
These generic functional descriptions tend to camouflage the
 
enormity of the training requirements actually involved with
 
this option.
 
Table IV-6, Commander/Pilot Payload Training Requirements

(Options II), identifies additional training requirements

generated by this option. High involvement in payload opera­
tion introduces additional training requirements at the lead

payload center. Commanders and Pilots will be trained to pro­
ficiency in selected payload operation and certified to per­
form on-orbit experiments and operational requirements neces­
sary.to accomplish the payload objectives.
 
C. SPECIALIZED CREW CONCEPT
 
Categorization of operational STS payloads into specialized func­
tional areas as previously defined will apply to the identifica­
tion of the following generic tasks. The on-orbit functions listed
 
are logically separated into four specialized flight type cate­
gories identified in Paragraph A of this appendix.
 
These specialized categories provide logical training blocks for
 
the functional tasks identifed in Tables IV-l 
through IV-4. The
 
Orbiter Commander and Pilot flying STS missions under the Special­
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GENERALIZED CREW CONCEPT (LOW. PAYLOAD INVOLVEM ENT) 
SPACELAB FREE FLYER IUSWTUG 
Flight 1. Mission Independent 1. Mission Independent 1. Mission Independent'Crew 2. Spacelaih Habitability 2.' Backup EVA 2. Rendezvous and Docking.Selection 3. Spacelab EVA 3. Rendezvous and dbcking 3. Contingency OperationBaJsC 4. Spacelab Sibsystems 4. Contingency operation A. Payload Removal and 
Basic and S. Recurrent and Flight 5. Payload rembval iad StowageAdvanced Specific stowage 2 5. Recurrent and Flight*
Training 6. Contingency Operation 6. Recurrent'and Flight Specific
.7. Safety , Specific 6. Safety
8. Integrated Flight Crew 7., Safety, q." Integrated Flight CrewOperations. 8. 'Integrated Flight Crew Opbrations 
Operation's 
1. Spacelab/Orbiter Testing ).. Orbiter/Payload Testing 1. Orbiter/Payload Testing 
LAUNCH and Checkout and Checkout ad Checkout. ' : LAUNCHIgmTE POC and MCC Interaction POC and MCC nteraction POC and MCC Interaction 
Required Required Re4uired 
TABLE IV-5 - COMMANDER/PILOT PAYLOAD TRAINING REQUIREMENTS (OPTION I) 
GENERALIZED CREW CONCEPT (HIGH PAYLOAD INVOLVEMENT) 
SPACELAB FREE FLYER IUS/TUG 
Flight 1. Mission Independent 1. Mission Independent 1. Mission Independent 
Crew . 2. Spacelab Habitability 2. EVA 2. Rendezvous and docking 
iSo Selection 3. Spacelab EVA 3. Rendezvous &docking 3. Contingency Operation 
Basic and 4. Spacelab Sbsystems 4. Contingency Operation 4. Payload Removal and 
Advanced 5. Contingency Operation 5. Payload Removal and Stowage StowageTraning 6. Safety 6. Safdty 	 5. Safety7. 	 Integrated Flight Crew 7. Integrated Fhght Crew 6. Integrated Flight Crew 
Operational Training Operational Training Operational Training 
8. 	 Recurrent and Flight Speciflc 8. Recurrent and Flight Specific 7. Recurrent and Flight Speciic 
Lead 1. Mission Dependent 1. Mission Dependent 
Center 2. Payload Checkout and 2. Payload Checkout and
cD 	 USER GSFC Activation Activation 
PI OR MSFC 3. Experiment operation 3. Payload Operation 
SYSTEMS 4. Payload servicing 4. Payload Servicing
 
CONTRAC 5. Safety 5. Safety

TOR 6. Orbiter/Spacelab/ 6. Orbiter/Payload
 
Payload Interfaces Interfaces 
Lead i. Mission Dependent
Center 2. 	Payload Checkout and 
JPL 
 Activation 
ARC 3. 	 Payload Operation 
4. 	 Payload Deactivation and 
Safing 
5. 	Safety 
6. 	 Orbiter/Payload Interfaces 
LAUNCH KSC or 1. Spacelab/Experiment 1. Orbiter/Payload Testing 1. Orbiter/Payload TestingITE Vandenberg Operational Training and Checkout TrainingSITE AFB 	 and Checkout Training LAUNCHPOC and MCC Interaction POC and MCC Interaction POCand MCC Interaction 
Required Required Required 
TABLE IV-6 - COMMANDER/PILOT PAYLOAD TRAINING REQUIREMENTS (OPTION ii) 
*ized Crew concept will be trained to perform payload tasks in
 
one of these four categories. They will fly missions in their
 
specialization only. 
Advanced training will include functional
 
tasks identified for low payload involvement. If high payload

involvement is required specific on-orbit payload operational

training for the succeeding mission will be accomplished as
 
Flight Specific and Payload Specific training between flights

(Turnarounds).
 
1. 	Low Payload Involvement Crew Functions (Option III)- Spe­
cialized Crew concept with a low payload involvement will
 
basically require only Advanced and Flight Specific train­
ing for the Commander and Pilot to qualify for payload
 
support functions. This training will include system famil­
iarization, housekeeping, habitability, waste management,
 
food management, emergency and tontingency-procedures, and
 
common orbiter/payload interfeces that occur.on every STS
 
mission in the designated mission category. The following

list of functional tasks is the same-as for a-Generalized
 
Crew with low payload involvement, however, hot all would be
 
applicable to every flight for a Specialized Crew. Only

those functions applicable to the Specialized-payload cate­
gory will be included in Flight Specific training as indi­
cated in Table IV77, Specialized Crew Functions (Option III').
 
The 	concept of Specialized Crews with low -payload involve­
ment is the simplest option in term§ of training time.
 
This option will accommodate quick turnaround times created
 
by limited crew availability and/or high flight frequencies.

Functions defined in Table IV-7 represent minimum acceptable

payload training requirements for Specialized Crews in each
 
specialized payload category. Payload'center planning-assumes

JSC will provide most of the training required to qualify STS
 
crews for the low payload involvement concept.
 
2. 	High Pajload Involvement Crew-Functions (Option IV) - The
 
Specialized Crew concept with high payload involvement assumes
 
the Commander and Pilot will be trained to operate on-orbit
 
payload experiments on STS -flights in their specialized-pay

load categories. This option requires accomplishment of pay­
load training at the sponsoring or lead payload center in ad­
dition to the training identified under the low oavload
 
involvement option.
 
This additional training will increase the required-training

time between flights and will reduce the frequency at which
 
the crews will be qualified to fly.' Identification of generic
 
functions involved in each specialization category is con­
tained in Tables IV-l through IV-4, paragraph A, of this
 
Appendix.
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SPECIALIZED CREW LOW PAYLOAD INVOLVEMENT FUNCTIONS
 
APPLICABLE SPECIALIZATION 
CATEGORY -
CREW FUNCTION I II in IV 
* 	 Monitor/Control resources provided by theOrbiter x * x x x
 
to payloads (EPDS, ECS, CDMS, and data and
 
communications interfaces. 
* Systems Housekeeping x x x x 
" Control data transmittion to the ground x 
* 	 Control onboard data storage x x 
* 	 Open and Close Orbiter payload bay doors X x X x 
* Activate and verify manipulator System (EMS) x x x 
" Deploy and release payloads x x 
* 	 Operate RMS to remove and install payloads in x x 
Orbiter bay 
" Verify and maintain orbital positioning x x x x 
* Maintain required payload pointing requirements x x 
* Perform orbital maneuvering to accommodate - x x x x
 
payload
 
* 	 Perform rendezvous and docking maneuvers to x x 
capture payloads 
* 	Perform backup contingency EVA requirements x x x x 
* 	Assist in payload operation on request x x x X 
* 	Act as experiment subject when required x x x x 
* 	 Perform Orbiter/payload contingency procedures x x x x 
" Assist in payload trouble shooting x x x x 
TABLE IV-7 - SPECIALIZED CREW FUNCTIONS (OPTION III) 
IV-l 
- -
a. 	CategoryI - Spacelab Module/Pallet PAyloads. - Table
 
IV-l, identifies the generic on-orbit payload functions
 
involved with operation of-Spacelab-Module/Pallet com-1
 
bination payloads. High payload involvement by the
 
Commander and Pilot will require qualification in the
 
functional-tasks listed-on this table for this special­
ized payload category. Training and qualification in
 
specified subsets of these functions is in addition to
 
the functional tasks identified for low payload inVolve­
ment listed in Table IV-7, Specialized Crew Functions.
 
Training for high payload involvement will normally be
 
accomplished-at the lead payload center responsible for
 
the payload.
 
b. 	Category II - Spacelab Pallet Only Payloads Table IV-2, 
identifies the generic on-orbitlpayload functions-involved 
with operation of pallet only Spacelab payloads. Items 
listed represent additional qualification requirements for 
high payload-involvement in-this specialization cateaorv 
in addition to-those denoted in Tab-e IV-7. 
c. 	Category III - Free Flyer Payloads - Table IV-3,. identi­
fies the generic on-orbit payload functions involved with
 
operation of free flyer payloads, -With the high payload
 
involvement concept, Commanders and Pilots flying STS
 
flights in this specialization category will be trained
 
and qualified to perform functions listed~on this table
 
in addition to functional tasks identified in Table IV-7.
 
d. 	Category IV IUS/TUG Payloads Table IV-4, identifies
 
the Jeheric 6i-orbit payloid-fuictfons involved with
 
operation of free flying payloads utilizing a kick stage
 
to achieve orbits beyond the capability of the shuttle.
 
High payload involvement will require the Commander and
 
Pilot to be trained and qualified to perform these func­
tions in addition to functional tasks listed in Table IV-7.
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APPENDIX V - WEIGHTED METHODOLOGY
 
A. GENERAL
 
The intent of this Appendix is to utilize the available training

hours and required training hours determined in Appendix II to
 develop a methodology for weighting each consideration of train­
ing and establish baseline training requirements for each option.

These data will provide an example of training requirements based
 
upon the tentative inputs currently available. The methodology
 
presented will allow certain assumptions to be factored into the
 baseline training requirement and will provide a method for ready

comparison of training for the four crew options..
 
B. APPROACH
 
For this study several factors were found to influence the hours
 
required to train the Commander and Pilot. These factors are:
 
Generalized vs. Specialized Crev
 
High of Low Payload Involvement
 
Payload Complexity
 
Multiple Payload Disciplines
 
Contingency Operation Invnlvsmsnt
 
Training Locations -
These factors are applied only to Flight Specific and Payload

Specific requirements as it. is believed that the Orbiter Recur­
rency training is a firm requirement not subject to the impact
 
of payload involvement.
 
Generalizedvs. SpecializedCrew 
- The baseline option for this
 
study. is considered to be a generalized-low involvement crew an(
 
any deviation from that baseline will be a factor of influence
 
the final training hour requirement. The Generalized factor,
 
hence, will' have no impact. Specialization, however, is cbnsid.
 
ered to have a reduction effect on both Flight Specific and
 
Payload Specific training. Although these training categories
 
are intended to consist of delta training between missions, it is
 
thought that significant reduction of training requirements will
 
occur as the result of greater retention of similar activities in
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flight categories from one flight to the next,. (i.e., simi­
larities of different experiments within the same scientific
 
discipline will streamline the training for new experiments

within that discipline).
 
It is difficult to quantify the savings in training time
 
because of specialization, however, it is generally agreed

that savings will occur. Hence we have assumed that a spe­
cialized crew would require only 70% as much training ,be­
tween flights as a generalized crew for flights rates of
 
three a year or less. We have further assumed that an addi­
tional I0% is gained by increased retention of similar.activ­
ities for flight rates over three a year. Hence, a factor
 
of (.7) will appear for specialized crew factors of three
 
fl-ights a year or less and (.6) for specialized factors-over
 
three flights a year. These factors will aDolv b6th to Fliaht
 
Specific and Payload Specific.
 
High or Low Payload Involvement - As the low invoivement is our
 
baseline option, a factor of (1.0) will be used. No impact is
 
assumed to Flight Specific training as a result of additional
 
payload operation involvement, however, we have assumed that a
 
factor of (2.0) or twice the hours will be required for Payload

Specific to train for a higher level of payload operation involve­
ment.
 
Payload Conlexity - As the complexity of the payload will have
 
obv s affect on training both for the FlightSpecific activi­
ties (attitude profile, maintenance, maneuv&rs, etc.) and the
 
Payload Specific activities, three factors were assumed applied

to both - a no-impact factor of (1.0) for normal, a (.8) impact
 
factor for low complexity, and a (1.5) factor for high complexity.

More precise methods of analysis can 'be applied as specific train­
ing requirements are defined, however, for the generic analysis

being performed in this study, this approach should be sufficient.
 
Multiple Payload Disciplines - A dedicated discipline p.yload

was considered the norm nd multiple disciplines were considered
 
to increase the training complexity by I0% for- each additional
 
discipline.
 
Contingency Operation Involvement - The training requirements

utilized in the analysis for Flight Specific and Payload.Spe­
cific were felt to include enough contingency training to satisfy

the study definition of low involvement. A factor of (1.0) was
 
therefore applied for low involvement options. It was felt that
 
high involvement would require additional Payload Specific

training for contingency payload operations and a factor of (1.2)
 
was applied to increase by 20% the training period.
 
Trainin Locations - It was assumed that for each training loca­
used in addition to JSC, some additional training, travel,

and logistics would be involved to. justify an increase of 5%
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for each center added.
 
With these groundrules, each option was evaluated by including

Orbiter Recurrency hours, factored Flight Specific hours, and
 
factored Payload Specific hours to estimate the total training

hours required between flights for each option at all flight

rates from one to six per year. These data are then compared

with the hours available for training developed in Appendix II.
 
C. GENERALIZED CREW CONCEPT
 
Table V-1, Weighted Factors for Generalized Crews, depicts the
 
weighting factors assumed for the generalized crew concept

having both low and high Commanaer/Pilot involvement in payload

operations. Each of the factors shown 
is the result of the
 
groundrules defined in B. APPROACH'
 , above. The following will
 
present examples of the methodology using.avai-able tentative
 
training requirements to-estimate the impacts on training. To
 
simplify the process normal payload complexity,.dedicated pay­
loads, and single training locations (all having factors of 1.0)

will be utilized inthe numerical example.
 
1. Low Payload Involvement (Option I)
 
Orbiter Recurrent Hours
 
The base number utilized in all the examples that follow will
 
be the Orbiter Recurrent hours required between flights.

From Appendix II we have the'annual Orbiter Recurrent hours
 
of 330 annual hours for flight rates of 1, 2,. and 3 per year

and 311 annual hours for flight rates of 4, 5, and 6 per year.

When these annual hours are divided by the appropriate flight

rate the following Orbiter Recurrent hours between flights

result:
 
,Annual Orbiter Recurrent - 330 hours 
-
Flight Rate - one/year = 330 hours between flights
 
- two/year = 165 hours between flights
 
- three/year = 110 hours between flight! 
Annual Orbiter Recurrent 
- 311 hours 
Flight Rate - four/year = 78 hours between flights 
- five/year = 62 hours between flights 
- six/year = 52 hours between flights 
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These hours of Orbiter Recurrent training required between
 
flights, although not subject to the weighted factors, will
 
be added to the Flight Specific and Payload Specific to
 
arrive at the total between flight training hours required
 
for all options.
 
Flight Specific Hours
 
Referring to Table V-1, note that no factors impact this
 
case and the base training hours of 230 determined in
 
Appendix II remain for Flight Specific Hours.
 
Payload Specific Hours
 
Again referring to table V-i note that no factors impact the
 
base of 80 hours developar 'n AnnAndiv TI.
 
Total Training Hours Required Between Flights for Option 1
 
FITGHT PFn YVAR
 
TRAINING HOURS ONE TWO THREE FOUR FIVE SIX
 
ORBITER RECURRENT 330 165 110 78 62 52 
FLIGHT SPECIFIC 230 230 230 230 230 230 
PAYLOAD SPECIFIC 80 80 80 80 80 80 
TOTAL 640 475 420 388 372 362 1
 
These resulting data are plotted in Figure V-i to illu­
strate the required vs. available training hours. Two 
background plots are depicted - one to show total hours
 
available between flights for a six hour per day training

schedule and the other for a four hour per day training \ 
schedule. These background plots will be the same for al' 
options. 
The resulting data are then overlaid to indicate which flight

rates can be accommodated-utilizing the existing training
 
groundrules for this option. The Required points coincident
 
or below the Available lines represent feasible cases. The
 
delta that Required is below Available represents additional
 
training hours that could be utilized for increased payload
 
involvement training.
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2. High Payload Involvement (Option II)
 
Orbiter Recurrent Hours
 
Refer to Section C.1
 
Flight Specific Hours
 
No factors impact the base number of 230 (Table V-I).
 
Payload Specific Hours 
- Referring to Table V-I we see factors impacting Payload Spe­
cific Hours to be the high payload involvement and the contin­
gency operations. 
Base 

- 80 hours
 
Factor - High Involvement (2.0)
 
- add 100% 

- 80 hours
 
Factor - Contingency (1.2)

-add 20% 

- 16 hours
 
Payload Specific : 170 hours
 
Total Training Hours Required Between Flights for Option II
 
TRAINING HOURS FLIGHTS PER YEAR
One Two Three Four Five Six
 
ORBITER RECURRENT 330 165 110 78 62 52

FLIGHT SPECIFIC 230 
 230 230 230 230 230
 
PAYLOAD SPECIFIC 176 176 176 176 176 
 176
 
TOTAL 736 516 484
571 516 18
 
These resulting data are applied in Figure V-2, Available vs.
 
Required Training Hours (Option II), for your reference.
 
D. SPECIALIZED CREW CONCEPT
 
Table V-2, Weighted Factors for Specialized Crews, depicts the
 
weighting factors assumed for the Specialized crew concept having
both low and high Commander/Pilot involvement in payload operations.

Each of the factors shown are the result of the groundrules de­
fined above in B. Approach. The numerical examples for special­
ized crew options follow.
 
1. Low Payload Involvement (Option III)
 
Orbiter Recurrent Hours
 
Refer to Section C.l.
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Flight Specific Hours
 
Referring to Table V-2, note that factors impacting the base
 
number of 230 are imposed by crew specialization. A reduc­
tion of 30% is indicated for flight rates of three a year

and below and 40% for flight rates over three a year.
 
Flight Rates - 1, 2, and 3 per year 
Base = 230 hours 
Factor - Crew Specialization (.7) 
decrease 30% = -69 hours 
Flight Specific = 161 hours 
Flight Rates 4, 5,'and 6 per year 
Base = 230 hours 
Factor - Crew Specialization ( .6) 
- decrease 40% = -92 hours
 
Flight Specific 138 hours
-
Payload Specific Hours
 
Table V-2, indicates factors impacting the base number of
 
80 to be only crew specialization., 
Flight Rates - 1,.2, and 3-per year 
Base = 80 hours 
Factor-Crew Specialization ( .7) 
- decreased 30% = -24 hours 
Payload Specific 56 hours 
Flight Rates - 4, 5, and 6 per year 
Base = 80 hours 
Factor-Crew Specialization ( .6) 
- decreased 40% = -32 hours 
Payload Specific 48 hours 
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Total Training Hours Required Between Flights for Option III
 
FLIGHTS PER YEAR 
TRAINING HOURS One Tw_ Three Four Five Six 
ORBITER RECURRENT 330 165 110 78 62 52
 
FLIGHT SPECIFIC 161 161 161 138 138 138
 
PAYLOAD SPECIFIC 56 56 56 48 48 48
 
TOTAL 547 382 327 264 248 238
 
These resulting data are plotted in Figure V-3, Available vs.
 
Required Training Hours (Option III), for your reference.
 
2. High Payload Involvement (Option IV)
 
Orbiter Recurrent Hours
 
Refer to Section C.l.
 
Flight Specific Hours
 
Reference to Table V-2 shows that factors impacting the base
 
number are imposed by crew specialization. A reduction of
 
30% is indicated for flight rates of three per year and below
 
and 40% for flight rates above three per year.
 
Flight Rates - 1,2, and 3 per year 
Base = 230 hours 
Factor - Crew Specialization (.7)
 
- decreased 30% 
-69 hours
-
Flight Specific 161 hours
 
Flight Rates - 4, 5, and 6 per year 
Base : 230 hours
 
Factor - Crew Specialization ( .6) 
- decreased 40% -92 hours-
Flight Specific 138 hours
 
Payload Specific Hours
 
Table V-2 indicates factors impacting the base number of 80
 
to be crew specialization, increased payload involvement, and
 
increased contingency operations.
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Flights Rates - 1, 2, and 3 per year 
Base = 80 hours 
Factor - Crew Specialization (.7)
 
- decreased 40% = -24 hourp 
Factor - High Involvement (2.0) 
Increase 100% = 80 hours 
Factor - Contingency Operations (1.2) 
- increased 20% = 16 hours 
Payload Specific = 152 hours 
Flight Rates - 4, 5, and 6 per year 
Base = 80 hours 
Factor - Crew Specialization (.6) 
- decreased 40% = -32 hours 
Factor - High Involvement (2.0)
 
- increased 100% = 80 hours 
Factor - Contingency Operations (1.2) 
- increased 20% 16 hours 
Payload Specific 1
44 hours
 
Total Training Hours Reuired Between Flights for Option IV
 
-FLIGHTS PER YEAR

TRAINING HOURS One Two Three Four Five Six 
ORBITER RECURRENT 
FLIGHT SPECIFIC 
330 
161 
165 
161 
110 
161 
78 
138 
62 
138 
52 
138 
PAYLOAD SPECIFIC 152 152 152 144 144 144 
TOTAL 643 478 423 360 344 334 
These resulting data are plotted in Figure V-4, Available vs.
 
Required Training Hours (Option IV), for your reference.
 
Any modification of assumptions and groundrules needed to
 
assign weighting factors or in the base training hours num­
bers can significantly change the data and hence the conclu­
sions.
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